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,mendment A_p__Blicatiqn UHOPA-
Limited__(_0_ÿ__O_ÿ0ÿ to permit the

establishment of a nine storey, 72 unit multipl dwelling located at 71 Main Street

(Dundas) and 10 Baldwin Street, as shown in Appendix "A" to Report PED15175,
be APPROVED on the following basis:

(i)  That the draft Official Plan Amendment, attached as Appendix "B" to Report
PED.15175, be adopted by City Council.                                ..

(b)  That amended Zoninq By-law Amendment Application ZAC-14-025 byCenturion (Dundas}. HoldinRs Limited (Ownerÿ, for a change in zoning rrom the
Central Area Commercial (C.A.C/S-91) Zone, Modified and the. Low Density
Residential (R3) Zone to the Medium to High Density Multip e Dwelling - Holding

(H-RM3/S-) Zone, Modified, and for a modification to the Low Density Residential
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Street, as shown on Appendix "C" to Report PED15175, be APPROVED on the

following basis:

(i) That the draft By-law, attached as Appendix "C" to Report PED15175, which
has been prepared in a form satisfactory to the City Solicitor, be enacted by

City Council;

(ii) That the proposed changes in zoning are consistent with the Provincial Policy
Statement (2014), conform to the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe (Places to Grow), and will comply with the Urban Hamilton Official
Plan upon finalization of Urban Hamilton Official Plan Amendment No..

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Centurion (Dundas) Holdings Limited, through their planning consultant, Urban
Solutions Planning and Land Developments Consultants Inc., has applied for an Official
Plan Amendment and Zoning By-law Amendment to permit a nine-storey multiple
dwelling on 71 Main Street (currently vacant) and 10 Baldwin Street (currently occupied
by a single detached dwelling).  The proposed development will contain 72 one-
bedroom units, 59 parking spaces (nine on the surface in the rear yard, 16 within the
first storey of the building and 34 within the basement level), 18 standard bicycle
parking spaces outside, and a minimum of 10 bicycle parking spaces in the basement
level.  The existing single detached dwelling on 10 Baldwin Street will remain as a
residence for the building's superintendent while the rear portion of the lot will be used
for parking and landscaping associated with the multiple dwelling.

The applications can be supported as they implement the direction of the Urban
Hamilton Official Plan (UHOP), the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) and the Growth
Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe. It is an example of appropriate intensification
within the Dundas Community Node on a major arterial road. The proposed design
provides building step backs to mitigate impacts associated with height and massing
while maintaining the character of the area by using compatible materials and
contributing to the established street wall.

Alternatives for Consideration - See Page 33

FINANCIAL - STAFFING - LEGAL IMPLICATIONS

Financial:  N/A

Staffing:    N/A
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Legal:

?

As required by the Planning Act, Council shall hold at least one Public
Meeting to consider applications for an Official Plan Amendment and
Zoning By-law Amendment.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Proposal'

The applicant has applied for a UHOP Amendment to establish a Site Specific Policy to
permit a nine-storey, 72 unit multiple dwelling with a maximum height of 29.1 m on
lands located at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Street in Dundas (Block 1, Block 2 and
Block 3, as shown in Appendix "A").  The existing single detached dwelling on 10
Baldwin Street will remain as a residence for the building's superintendent while the rear
portion of the lot will be used for parking and landscaping associated with the multiple
dwelling.  Vehicular access to the proposed development will be from the laneway
abutting the southern lot line of 71 Main Street.  Staff amended the proposed
Amendment to include the removal of the rear portion of 10 Baldwin Street (Block 2)
from the UD-5 Area Specific Policy.

An accompanying Zoning By-law Amendment, as amended by staff, is proposed to
change the zoning of 71 Main Street from the Central Area Commercial (C.A.C/S-91)
Zone, Modified, to the Medium to High Density Multiple Dwelling - Holding (H-RM3/S-_)
Zone, Modified, and to change the zoning on the rear portion of 10 Baldwin Street from
the Low Density Residential (R3) Zone to the Medium to High Density Multiple Dwelling
- Holding (H-RM3/S-_) Zone, Modified.  Staff amended the proposed Amendment to
include provisions which implement rear building step backs, and to establish a Holding
Provision which prohibits development of the subject lands until the applicant has
merged the lands in name and title.

This zoning with site-specific provisions will permit a multiple dwelling with, among other
things, reduced yard and parking requirements and increased density and height
provisions. The minimum parking requirements will be reduced from one space per unit
for residents and 0.25 spaces per unit for visitors to 0.8 spaces per unit for residents
and no visitor parking. For the proposed 72 unit building, this translates into a reduction
from 72 spaces for residents and 18 for visitors to 58 spaces for residents only. The
existing single detached dwelling will be permitted to remain on the subject lands and
continue to be used as a residence with the proposed multiple dwelling.

Appendix "D" contains the proposed concept plan and building elevations.
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Chronology:

st 28, 2013: Development  Review  Committee  Meeting  for  Formal
Consultation Application FC-13-064.

July 13, 2014: UHOP Amendment Application UHOPA-14-009 and Zoning
Application ZAC-14-025 deemed complete.

August 1,2014: Notice of Complete Application and Preliminary Circulation
for UHOP Amendment Application UHOPA-14-009 and
Zoning Application ZAC-14-025 sent to all property owners
and residents within 120 m of the subject lands.

August 14, 2014:

October 27,2015:

October 30, 2015:

Public Notice sign erected on the subject lands.

Public Notice sign updated with Public Meeting date.

Circulation of Public Meeting Notice for UHOPA-14-009 and
ZAC-14-025 to all residents within 120 m of the subject lands
and to those who submitted written comments.

Details of Submitted Applications:

Location:

Owner/Applicant:

71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Street (Dundas)

Centurion (Dundas) Holdings Limited

Urban  Solutions  Planning  and  Land
Consultants Inc. c/o Sergio Manchia

Development

Frontage:

Property Description:   Area: 0.15 ha

30.8 m (71 Main Street)

12.2 m (10 Baldwin Street)

+40.2 m (71 Main Street)

+47.5 m (10 Baldwin Street)

Servicing: Full Municipal Services
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EXISTING LAND USE AND ZONING:

.Existing Land Use Existiÿ

Subject Lands:
71 Main Street

(Dundas)
Vacant Central Area Commercial

(C .A. C/S- 16/S-91 ) Zone,
Modified

10 Baldwin Street Single Detached Dwelling Low Density Residential (R3)
Zone

Surrounding Lands:

North Mixed-Use (commercial/
private club)

Central Area Commercial
(C.A.0/S-16/S-91) Zone, Modified

South               Seven-storey Multiple
Dwelling

Semi-Detached Dwelling

Municipal Service Centre

East

West

High Density Multiple Dwelling
(RM4) Zone

Low Density Residential (R3) Zone

Public and Private Service (PPS)
Zone

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND LEGISLATED REQUIREMENTS

Provincial Policy Statement (2014).:

The Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides policy direction on land use and
development matters of provincial interest.  The application has been reviewed with
respect to the PPS and conforms to all three major policy directions, "Building Strong
Healthy Communities", "Wise Use and Management of Resources", and "Protecting

Public Health and Safety".

Policy 1.1.1(a) promotes efficient development and land use patterns that sustain the
financial well-being of the Province and municipalities in the long term. The application
will facilitate a residential development that increases the population density in the area
making more efficient use of municipal infrastructure and contributing to the vitality of
the nearby commercial areas. This will also contribute to the downtown Dundas area's
function as a Community Node under the UHOP as discussed later.
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The subject lands are within the settlement area as defined by the PPS.  Land use
patterns within settlement areas are to make efficient use of land, resources, and
infrastructure as per Policy 1.1.3.2(a).  Additionally, such patterns should include
opportunities for intensification and redevelopment as per Policy 1.1.3.2(b). This
application facilitates the intensification and redevelopment of an under-utilized vacant

lot within downtown Dundas.

Policy 2.6.1 states that significant built heritage resources must be conserved.
Additionally, Policy 2.6.3 states that development shall not be permitted adjacent to
protected heritage property until it has been evaluated and it has been demonstrated
that the heritage attributes of the protected property will be conserved. The subject
lands are adjacent to 63 Main Street along the northern property line. Although not a
designated heritage property, it is on the City's Inventory of Buildings of Architectural
and/or Historical Interest.  Directly across Main Street from the subject lands is the
Dundas Town Hall, a building that is designated under the Ontario Heritage Act. The
proposed development responds to both of these properties by providing natural stone
cladding on the podium to reference the Dundas Town Hall while maintaining a
consistent street wall setback and podium height with 63 Main Street. Cultural Heritage
staff have determined that the proposed development will not impact these heritage

properties.

Policy 1.7.1 notes that long-term economic prosperity should be supported by, among
other things, maintaining the vitality of downtowns and main streets and providing for an
efficient, cost-effective multi-modal transportation system. The density offered by the
proposed development will contribute to the economic viability of the local commercial
areas. Additionally, with its reduced parking facilities and provision of secure bicycle
storage, this development will increase public transit ridership potential for the

downtown Dundas area.

Policy 1.1.1(c) states that healthy, liveable and safe communities are sustained by
avoiding development and land use patterns which may cause environmental or public
health and safety concerns.  Policy 3.1.1(b) elaborates that development should be
directed away from hazardous lands adjacent to river, stream and small inland lake
systems which are impacted by flooding hazards and/or erosion hazards. Staff note
that the subject lands are located outside of the Spencer Creek flood plain and the
Dundas Special Policy areas that are associated with environmental hazards.

Policy 1.2.6. ! notes that sensitive uses should be buffered, separated, or appropriately
designed to mitigate adverse effects like noise from major facilities such as
transportation corridors. Since the proposed development is located along Main Street,
38 m from Dundas Street, and 200 m from King Street East, staff will require the
applicant to submit a noise study at the Site Plan Control stage to investigate the noise
levels and determine whether specific noise control measures are required.
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Therefore, staff are of the opinionthat the application is consistent with PPS.

Places to Grow: Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe:

The Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe (Growth Plan) provides additional
policy direction for the Greater Golden Horseshoe area for implementing Ontario's
vision of building strong and prosperous communities by better managing growth in the
Region. The application has been reviewed with respect to the Growth Plan and has
been deemed to conform to its policy direction.

The focus of the plan is building "complete communities" defined as communities that
"...meet people's needs for daily living throughout an entire lifetime by providing
convenient access to an appropriate mix of jobs, local services, [and] a full range of

housing..."

Policy 2.2.2 (a) and (b) direct population and employment growth to be accommodated
within the built-up area through intensification. More specifically, Policy 2.2.3(1) sets a
minimum target of 40% of new population growth to be accommodated within built-up
areas.  Being within the built-up area, as defined the Growth Plan, and within a
designated Community Node (see UHOP discussion below), the proposed development
is consistent with the above policy direction and will assist the City in achieving its
Provincial growth accommodation target.  Furthermore, Policies 2.2.2 (d) and (e)
promote reducing the dependence on automobile travel by encouraging development
that is transit supportive and provides good access to inter and intra-city transit. As
mentioned in the PPS discussion above, by limiting the provision of parking, providing
secure bike storage, and increasing population density, this development will potentially
increase public transit ridership for the downtown Dundas area.

Through Policy 4.2.4(e), the Growth Plan directs municipalities to conserve cultural
heritage resources as built-up areas are intensified. Again, as mentioned in the PPS
discussion above, staff have determined that the proposed development of the subject
lands will not impact the surrounding heritage resources.

Staff are of the opinion that the application conforms to the Growth Plan.

Urban Hamilton Official Plan:

The proposal has been evaluated against the policies of the UHOP. The subject lands
are identified as "Community Node" on Schedule "E" - Urban Structure and Designated
Mixed Use - Medium Density on Schedule "E-I" - Urban Land Use Designations.
Additionally, 10 Baldwin Street is within the UD-5 Area Specific Policy. The following

policies, amongst others, apply:
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Urban Structure

"E.2.3 Urban Nodes

Urban Nodes are intended to provide for a broad range and mix of uses in
an area of higher density and activity than surrounding Neighbourhoods.
Most Urban Nodes will have access to higher order transit and will exhibit
a wide variety of land uses and densities designed and oriented to support
and facilitate transit and active transportation. These Urban Nodes shall
be designed and planned to provide a recognized sense of place to
adjacent neighbourhoods. This Plan sets out a hierarchy of Urban Nodes,
including the more intensely developed Downtown Hamilton which acts as
a node within the context of the Greater Golden Horseshoe, Sub-Regional
Service Nodes which are major centres of retail activity to the City, and
Community Nodes which act as focal points to a former local municipality
or to a number of neighbourhoods.

The introduction of a high density urban infill, located in Downtown Dundas, adjacent to
the main commercial street of King Street West, helps achieve the above policy intent,
particularly in supporting retail, business and service activities.

E.2.3.3 Community Nodes

Function

"E.2.3.3.2 Within each Community Node a range of uses shall be provided that allow
for access to housing, employment, services, and recreation in close
proximity to each other and transit. The Community Nodes shall provide
services to residents within the former area municipalities and surrounding
neighbourhoods in a mixed use environment."

The development would contribute to the range of housing available to the existing
community, supporting the existing employment and retail-related services of the

Downtown Core.

"E.2.3.3.5 Community Nodes shall function as vibrant, mixed use areas containing a
range of housing opportunities, including affordable housing and housing
with supports. The unique characteristics of the individual Community
Nodes lend themselves to a range of built forms.

E.2.3.3.6 Community Nodes shall be linked to the higher order transit system
through connecting conventional transit or by rapid transit, where possible.
Where possible, the City shall direct local routes through the Community
Nodes."
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The development, while providing only residential uses, is considered to contribute to
the vibrancy of the Community Node, offering additional smaller units that would
potentially provide greater opportunity to smaller households and 'empty nesters'. The
development is well served by transit, of which the proposed increased densities will be
able to take advantage.

Scale

"E.2.3.3.7 Community Nodes shall generally be planned to achieve a target density
of a 100 persons and jobs per hectare.

E.2.3.3.8 Community Nodes shall be planned to accommodate some residential
intensification over the time period of this Plan. The location, scale and
amount of residential intensification shall be established through detailed
secondary plans described in Policy E.2.3.3.11.

E.2.3.3.9 The built form shall largely be in medium and low rise, mixed use
buildings. Along the commercial and mixed use streets, single use
commercial buildings shall be permitted along with residential housing
forms on the periphery of the Nodes. However, the intent of this Plan is to
increase the proportion of multiple storey, mixed use buildings that have
retail and service commercial uses at grade."

It is noted that the densities are to be spread across the node, and that significant
increases on an individual site basis above the average 100 persons and jobs per
hectare, are likely to occur, where appropriate, particularly given that a large portion of
the existing Community Node is occupied with lower scale and lower density
employment and residential uses. At 465 units per hectare, the density and scale of the
proposal is higher than that envisioned within the above policies. Site-specific increases
in density will assist in achieving the density target across the entire node.

With particular reference to the subject lands, staff note that it is one of the few vacant
and underutilized sites within the Community Node, and further, is contextually
appropriate in which to accommodate the proposed built form and density. This will be
discussed in greater detail later in this Report.

The Community Nodes shall be planned to have a strong pedestrian

focus.

E.2.3.3.14 In the historic former downtowns, a strong pedestrian focus is long
established and shall be enhanced where necessary.
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E.2.3.3.17 The Community Node shall contain a broad mix of uses. Where possible,
this mix of land uses should include developments either as mixed use
buildings or a mix of uses on the same property. Redevelopment of larger
sites provides significant opportunities to transform the character of a
Node. Therefore, on sites greater than 2.5 hectares, a mix of uses shall be

required in major redevelopments.

E.2.3.3.18 New development shall respect the existing built form of adjacent
neighbourhoods by providing a gradation in building heights and by
locating and designing new development to minimize the effects of
shadowing and overview on properties in adjacent neighbourhoods.

E.2.3.3.20 Automobile access will continue to be important to Community Nodes but
it shall be balanced with the need to improve pedestrian and transit
access and opportunities for active transportation.

E.2.3.3.22 Reductions in parking requirements shall be considered in order to
encourage a broader range of uses and densities to support transit."

As per the above policies, Community Nodes serve various functions, including the
provision of a range of housing opportunities. As noted in Policy 2.3.3.8, some of these
housing opportunities will come in the form of intensification. This concept is key to
ensuring critical densities that sustain and grow local markets for goods and services
while making efficient use of existing public infrastructure. The former is particularly
important to encouraging pedestrian-oriented development which is supported when
consumers and businesses are in close proximity to one another.

Although the intent of the Community Node designation is for mixed use development,
single use buildings are not prohibited. The proposed development is appropriately
located for a single use building being on the periphery of the Community Node and not
on a heavily commercialized street with grade-oriented commercial uses. Additionally,
the site is 0.15 ha in area, below the 2.5 ha threshold at which mixed-use

redevelopment is mandatory.

The Community Node presents a great opportunity for non-automobile oriented living.
Specific policies above encourage development which contributes to enabling such an
environment. Reductions in parking requirements, for example, results in development
which appeals to those who utilize public transit and active modes of transportation.
Not only will this result in a more efficient use of space, but also contribute to public
transit ridership potential. The proposed development will also provide secure bicycle
storage, further contributing to the feasibility of alternative modes of transportation. Built
form, shadowing and overview is discussed in greater detail below.
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The proposed development implements the above policies and ensures that Downtown
Dundas remains a vibrant and sustainable node for the surrounding neighbourhoods.

Mixed Use - Medium Density Designation

The following

"E.4.6

policies, amongst others, apply:

The Mixed Use   Medium Density designation is found within the
Community Nodes, Urban Corridors, and Neighbourhood elements of the
Urban Structure. The intent of the Mixed Use   Medium Density
designation is to permit a full range of retail, service commercial,
entertainment, and residential accommodation at a moderate scale. The
designation recognizes the traditional mixed use main streets in the City
(outside of the Downtown Mixed Use area), as well as other large
commercial areas which serve the surrounding community or a series of
neighbourhoods and which are intended to evolve and intensify into mixed
use, pedestrian oriented areas. Increasing the number of people who work
and live within the area designated Mixed Use - Medium Density will also
contribute to the planned function of the area as a people place."

The proposed development conforms with the policy intent above, providing additional
density in order to contribute to the planned function of the area and increase the
number of people living there. The scale of the development, albeit at nine storeys
which is one storey beyond that contemplated for the designation, has been designed
such that it is commensurate to the scale of existing buildings adjacent and within the
wider context of downtown Dundas.

Function

"E.4.6.1 The range of commercial uses is intended to serve the surrounding
community or series of neighbourhoods as well as provide day-to-day
retail facilities and services to residents in the immediate area. These
areas shall also serve as a focus for the community, creating a sense of

place.

E.4.6.4 It is also the function of areas designated Mixed Use - Medium Density to
serve as vibrant people places with increased day and night activity
through  the  introduction  of  residential  development.  Residential
development enhances the function of these areas as transit supportive
nodes and corridors."

As discussed previously, increased density through intensification with reduced reliance
on the car will contribute to pedestrian activity in the area. The proposed development
will contribute additional consumer demand to sustain and grow local business activity
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within the established commercial areas of downtown Dundas. In particular, the
commercial stretch along King Street is a good example of the type of vibrant,
pedestrian-oriented streetscape that is possible through residential intensification.

Permitted Uses

"E.4.6.5 "   The following uses shall be permitted on lands designated Mixed Use -
Medium Density on Schedule E-1 - Urban Land Use Designations:
f) multiple dwellings.

Scale

E.4.6.7 Lands designated Mixed Use - Medium Density shall contain a range of
building heights and densities to a maximum height of six storeys, which
shall be set out in the implementing zoning by-law. The specific permitted
heights and densities shall depend on the area and be established
through secondary plans where one exists and the zoning by-law.

E.4.6.8 Additional height up to a total of eight storeys may be permitted without an
amendment to this Plan, provided the applicant demonstrates:

a) there are no adverse shadow impacts created on existing residential
uses within adjacent lands designated Neighbourhoods;

b) buildings are  progressively stepped  back from  adjacent areas
designated Neighbourhoods. The Zoning by-law may include an angular
plane requirement to set out an appropriate transition and stepping back
of heights; and,

c) buildings are stepped back from the street to minimize the height
appearance from the street, where necessary."

Policy E.4.6.5 specifically permits multiple dwellings within the Mixed Use - Medium
Density designation. Additionally, any increase in height beyond the six storeys
contemplated for the area requires careful consideration of context, design and impact
upon existing residential uses.

The applicant submitted a sun-shadow study which showed a marginal difference in
shadowing between a six-storey building, as permitted by the above policy, and the
proposed nine-storey building.  The largest difference in impact between the two
buildings was shown on the December 21 trial at 2:00 PM in which the six-storey
building cast a shadow over three properties, whereas the nine-storey building cast a
shadow over five properties.
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As discussed in greater detail in the Design Section of the UHOP policy review below,
the applicant has employed a number of innovative design solutions including
progressive step backs at the rear and a podium and step back arrangement at the
front. Among other things, these design elements mitigate the impact of shadowing,
height, and massing on the adjacent street and surrounding properties.

"E.4.6.9 The predominant built form shall be mid rise and low rise buildings. The
intent is to increase the proportion of multiple storey, mixed use buildings
that have retail and service commercial stores at grade; however, single
use commercial buildings and medium density ground related housing
forms shall be permitted.

E.4.6.10    Permitted uses shall be located in single or mixed use buildings.

E.4.6.15 Although residential development is permitted and encouraged, it is not
the intent of the Plan for the Mixed Use - Medium Density designated
areas to lose the planned retail and service commercial function set out in
this Plan."

With specific regard to the above policies, staff note that the proposed building would be
dedicated entirely to a high density, non-ground related residential use. It is noted that
mixed use buildings are strongly encouraged in order to safeguard the planned retail
and service commercial function of the area in general. In reviewing the location of the
development, which is adjacent the principal retail and service corridor of King Street, it
is considered that dedication to only residential uses would not undermine the planned
function, and instead would provide a complimentary increase in residential density in
which to support the existing retail and service-related uses. Additionally, high density
non-ground related housing (i.e. dwelling units which do not have direct access to the
street) is found throughout Dundas, including the neighbouring property to the south
located at 75 Main Street.

Design

"E.4.6.16 New development shall be designed and oriented to create comfortable,
vibrant and stimulating pedestrian oriented streets within each area
designated Mixed Use - Medium Density.

E.4.6.17 Areas designated Mixed Use - Medium Density are intended to develop in
a compact urban form with a streetscape design and building arrangement
that supports pedestrian use and circulation and create vibrant people
places."

The subject lands are currently vacant and underutilized. The'proposed limestone clad
building podium will enhance the streetscape by extending the streetwall established by
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63 Main Street. This will enclose the street and provide an attractive, human scale
street edge resulting in a comfortable pedestrian experience.

The proposed building would juxtapose modern design with elements of materiality
(limestone) which speak to the collective memory of the adjacent older building stock.
The combination would serve to appropriately respect the historic nature of the
Downtown, while similarly avoiding an undesirable pastiche approach.

The design of the proposed building avoids the use of parking and drive aisles in the
front. Instead, it utilizes the existing laneway to access parking located at the rear and
inside of the building, thereby supporting a comfortable pedestrian environment as
specified in Policies E.4.6.16 and E.4.6.17.

"E.4.6.22 Development applications shall be encouraged to provide a mix of uses on
the site.

E.4.6.23 In the absence of a secondary plan or the designation of pedestrian
predominant streets, each applicant for new development shall submit a
concept plan for the property that addresses how:

a) the creation of a vibrant people place are being achieved;

b) the public and private realm can be improved to enhance the
pedestrian experience."

The building would be located close to the street, providing a continuous built edge,
save and except the use of the existing laneway to access parking. It is noted that a
portion of the ground floor would be dedicated to parking.   However, through
discussions with the applicant an expanded use of the ground floor for reception / office
use was made, increasing the connection to the public and private realm. Furthermore,
it is noted that opportunity exists within the existing boulevard to incorporate landscape
features in which to enhance and transition openly from the public to the private realm.
Landscaping within the boulevard would be subject to an approved boulevard
encroachment agreement.

"E.4.6.24 New development shall respect the existing built from of adjacent
neighbourhoods by providing a gradation in building height and densities,
and by locating and designing new development to minimize the effects of
shadowing and overview on properties in adjacent neighbourhoods.

E.4.6.26 Automobile access shall  continue to  be  an  important mode of
transportation from the surrounding neighbourhoods, but it shall be
balanced with the need to improve pedestrian access and opportunities for
active transportation.
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E.4.6.27 Reduced parking requirements shall be considered to encourage a
broader range of uses and take advantage of a higher level of transit
service.

E.4.6.28 Some historic commercial main streets have more commercial space than
can be supported by the surrounding market area. In these locations,
residential development and conversion shall be encouraged on the
fringes outside of the pedestrian predominant streets."

Mixed Use - Medium Density areas provide a range of commercial uses to surrounding
neighbourhoods. They are also intended to accommodate higher density residential
uses in both mixed use and single use buildings.  Building heights in Mixed Use -
Medium Density areas are to be a maximum of six storeys. A maximum of up to eight
storeys may be permitted without an amendment to the UHOP provided that the criteria
in Policy E.4.6.8 are met. By providing building stepbacks at the front and rear, as well
as submitting a sun-shadow study indicating that the proposed building will cause
minimal shadowing, the applicant has satisfied these criteria.  However, since the
applicant is proposing a nine-storey building, one storey higher than what is permitted
under Policy E.4.6.8, an Official Plan Amendment is required.

The proposed development contributes to the growth of Downtown Dundas as a
tcompact, pedestrian-friendly community as "ntended by the policies above.  The

proposed building continues the pattern of minimal front setbacks as exhibited by the
majority of buildings along Main Street, matching 63 Main Street which abuts the
northern property line. Although not animated with at-grade street oriented uses, the
development still contributes to creating a more appealing pedestrian environment by
providing enclosure. The proposed development also provides "eyes on the street" as
18 units, most with balconies, will have direct site lines to the street below.  By
developing along a Major Arterial Road (Main Street), and situating the building as close
as possible to the road allowance, the proposed development creates a gradation in
height and density to the established low-density residential area east of the site.
Situating the building up to the road allowance maximizes the distance separating the
building and the residential area, while the podium and building stepbacks p.rovide a
further gradation. These same design characteristics also contribute to minimizing the
shadowing and overview impacts caused by the building.  Additionally, the existing
single detached dwelling on 10 Baldwin Street will be retained for use as the
superintendent's residence. This will ensure that the low density residential character of
Baldwin Street is maintained.

Similar to the policies pertaining to Community Nodes, the vision for Mixed Use -
Medium Density areas is to provide a diversified range of transportation options which
includes automobile, public transit and active transportation modes. As discussed in the
Community Nodes Section of this Report, through reduced parking requirements, this
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development will encourage greater use of public transit. Additionally, the provision of
secure bicycle storage will promote cycling as an alternative to the automobile.

It is noted that a portion of the subject lands located to the rear of the proposed building
and to be used for surface parking (rear of 10 Baldwin Street) is further identified under
the area-specific policies of UD-5. This Policy States:

"Policy B.2.UD-5 Lands Located to the East and West of the Mixed Use-Medium
Density Designation in Downtown Dundas

1.0 In addition to Section E.3.0 - Neighbourhoods of Volume 1, the
following policy applies to the lands located east: and west of the
Mixed Use Medium designation in Downtown Dundas, shown as to
Area Specific UD-5 on Map D-2:

a) The existing low rise residential built form and scale of these
areas shall be maintained;

b)    Conversion to commercial uses shall be encouraged to
maintain the existing residential buildings; and,

c) Proposals for residential infill shall reflect the house form of
adjacent properties."

tn response to the above Policy, staff note that the use of the rear of 10 Baldwin Street
for surface parking would generally satisfy the above intent. The location of the low rise
residential properties (see Appendix "B") in-between the higher order and higher rise
uses and built forms, is intended to be encouraged for conversion to commercial uses
consistent with the surrounding Mixed Use-Medium designation.

The single detached dwelling at 10 Baldwin Street will remain with the rear yard
converted to surface parking, accessed from a rear lane. It is noted that although the
residential use of the property is to remain, the parking would be exclusively for the
multiple dwelling.  Notwithstanding this, retaining the single detached dwelling with
limited amenity and parking is considered appropriate, given the location of the property
to the services and amenities of Downtown Dundas.  Retaining the dwelling will
preserve the low rise residential built form along the street, thereby maintaining the
intent of the UD-5 policy.

Given that the parking is to be exclusively for the multiple dwelling, the Official Plan
Amendment will remove a portion of the subject lands from the UD-5 Area Specific
Policy and incorporate it into the site-specific amendment for the multiple dwelling.
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Residential Intensification

As detailed within Section B.2.4, residential intensification is a key component in
successfully redeveloping and transforming targeted areas of the City, and is pivotal in
achieving the growth targets and balanced growth strategy of the UHOP. In general,
intensification creates livable, vibrant, compact communities, strengthens local markets
for goods and services, facilitates and enhances the node and corridor structure of the
City, and makes efficient use of the City's public transit network and other infrastructure.

However, it is also clearly articulated within the UHOP, that for intensification to make a
positive contribution to the City, careful consideration must be given to design and
compatibility with existing uses, neighbourhood character, and cultural and natural
heritage resources. In particular, intensification must represent good planning and not
cause unacceptable impacts.

The following Residential Intensification policies are applicable to the evaluation of the

proposed development:

"B.2.4.1.1 Residential intensification shall be encouraged throughout the entire built-up
area in accordance with the policies of Chapter E - Urban Systems and
Designations and Chapter F -Implementation.

B.2.4.!.2 The City's primary intensification areas shall be the Urban Nodes and Urban
Corridors as illustrated on Schedule E - Urban Structure and as further
defined in secondary plans and corridor studies for these areas, included in

Volume 2.

B.2.4.1.3 The residential intensification target specified in Policy A.2.3.3.4 shall
generally be distributed through the built-up area as follows:

b) The Urban Nodes and Urban Corridors identified in Section E.2.0 -
Urban Structure, excluding the Downtown Urban Growth Centre,
shall be planned to accommodate approximately 40% of the
residential intensification target.

c) 40% of the residential intensification target is anticipated to occur
within the Neighbourhoods as illustrated on Schedule E - Urban
Structure.
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B.2.4.1.4 Residential intensification developments shall be evaluated based on the
following criteria:

d)

"B.3,3.2.3 Urban

a)

b)

c)

d)

f)

e)

c)

a)

b)

a balanced evaluation of the criteria in b) through g) as follows;

the relationship of the proposal to existing neighbourhood character
so that it maintains, and where possible, enhances and builds upon
desirable established patterns and built form;

the development's contribution to maintaining and achieving a
range of dwelling types and tenures;

the compatible integration of the development with the surrounding
area in terms of use, scale, form and character. In this regard, the
City encourages the use of innovative and creative urban design
techniques;

the development's contribution to achieving the planned urban
structure as described in Section E.2.0 - Urban Structure;

f)       infrastructure and transportation capacity; and,

g)      the ability of the development to comply with all applicable policies."

Additionally, the following policies from Section B.3.3 - Urban Design Policies are also
relevant:

design should foster a sense of community pride and identity by:

respecting existing character, development patterns, built form, and
landscape;

promoting quality design consistent with the locale and surrounding
environment;

recognizing and protecting the cultural history of the City and its
communities;

conserving and respecting the existing built heritage features of the
City and its communities;

demonstrating sensitivity toward community identity through an
understanding of the character of place, context and setting in both
the public and private realm;
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g)      contributing to the character and ambiance of the community
through appropriate design of streetscapes and amenity areas;

B.3.3.2.6 Where it has been determined through the policies of this Plan that
compatibility with the surrounding areas is desirable, new development
and redevelopment should enhance the character of the existing
environment by:

a) complementing and  animating existing  surroundings through
building design and placement as well as through placement of
pedestrian amenities;

b) respecting the existing cultural and natural heritage features of the
existing environment by re-using, adapting, and incorporating
existing characteristics;

d) complementing the existing massing patterns, rhythm, character,
colour, and surrounding context; and,

e) encouraging a harmonious and compatible approach to infilling by
minimizing the impacts of shadowing and maximizing light to
adjacent properties and the public realm.

The policies note that intensification shall generally be distributed throughout the built-
up area with 40% of it to be accommodated within the City's system of Urban Nodes
and Corridors (excluding the Downtown Urban Growth Centre). Historically, Downtown
Dundas has been characterized by low density, low rise built form. However, over time,
taller buildings have played a greater role in the growth of this area. The proposed
development is a context appropriate continuation of this trend in providing a greater
range of dwelling types in the area through the addition of 72 one-bedroom units.

As discussed above, the vitality and viability of local markets for goods and services
requires a strong local population base to create local demand. Although the proposal
itself does not include commercial uses, the added residential density will contribute to
the sustainability and growth of existing local businesses.   Providing additional
residential density within the built-up area also makes efficient use of existing public
transit service and other public infrastructure.

The ability of any proposed intensification project to maintain the established patterns in
built form and to be compatible with the neighbourhood character is crucial in ensuring
its successful integration within the community.  The UHOP provides the following
definition for compatibility in Chapter G - Glossary:
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"Compatibility / compatible means land uses and building forms that are mutually
tolerant and capable of existing together in harmony within an area. Compatibility
and compatible should not be narrowly interpreted to mean 'the same as' or even
'being similar to'."

The proposed nine-storey residential use building responds to; and builds upon, the
existing mixed use character of the general area. The existing portion of Main Street in
this area is characterized by a range of built forms, heights, densities and uses including
single use and multi-use buildings, a Commercial Plaza, institutional uses, an existing
apartment building and low profile residential uses.

Although not predominant, buildings of similar height and massing exist throughout
Dundas.  Due to the building's mid-block location, it does not interfere with important
view corridors. The building is proposed to be located adjacent to the front lot line
which maximizes the separation from the low density uses to the rear. Additionally, the
use of a podium and building stepbacks allow the proposed development to fit the
character of the existing neighbourhood and reduce sun-shadowing impacts. The use
of limestone on the building podium also reflects the character of many of the older
buildings in Dundas. As discussed in further detail in the Urban Design Section below,
the proposed development achieves compatibility with neighbourhood character through
built form by employing a number of innovative design solutions.

On this basis, the proposal contributes to implementing the mix of land uses envisioned
within the Urban Structure on a site with comprehensive transportation options and
existing municipal infrastructure while maintaining compatibility with the surrounding
neighbourhood. Based on the above, the proposed development meets the residential
intensification evaluation criteria in Policy B.2.4.1.4.

Urban Design

Various sections within the UHOP provide policy guidance with respect to urban design.
Considerable emphasis has been placed upon the importance of urban design in
securing appropriate residential intensification as discussed above.  The following
general urban design policies contained within Section B.3 of the UHOP apply to all
development.

The general urban design policies note goals to create transit supported communities
that are compatible and enhance the existing environment. The urban design goals
also promote intensification that makes appropriate and innovative use of buildings and
sites and is compatible in form and function to the character of existing communities
and neighbourhoods. The following additional policies, in addition to Policies B.3.3.2.3
and B.3.3.2.6 cited in the Residential Intensification Section above, are of specific
relevance:
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"B.3.3.3.2 New development shall be designed to minimize impact on neighbouring
buildings and public spaces by:

a)

b)

creating transitions in scale to neighbouring buildings;

ensuring adequate privacy and sunlight to neighbouring properties;
and,

c)    minimizing the impacts of shadows and wind conditions.

B.3.3.3.5   Built form shall create comfortable pedestrian environments by:

a) locating principal fagades and primary building entrances parallel to
and as close to the street as possible;

b) including ample glazing on ground floors to create visibility to and
from the public sidewalk;

c) including a quality landscape edge along frontages where buildings
are set back from the street;

d) locating surface parking to the sides or rear of sites or buildings,
where appropriate; and,

e) using design techniques, such as building step-backs, to maximize
sunlight to pedestrian areas.

B.3.3.10.1 To create and enhance safe, attractive pedestrian oriented streetscapes,
surface parking shall be discouraged, and parking located below grade or
in parking structures shall be encouraged."

The proposed development implements the intent of the Urban Design policies from
Section B.3.3 of the UHOP. Urban Nodes are intended to accommodate a significant
amount of the City's population growth. As it is not always feasible to replicate the
existing built form in established neighbourhoods while accommodating intensification, a
great emphasize is placed on compatibility with the existing neighbourhoods as stated
in Policies B.3.3.2.3 and B.3.3.2.6.  The proposed development takes a customized
approach to addressing the aforementioned policies.

A three-storey podium level forms the base of the building with the fagade of the podium
pulled to the street line. Thus it maintains a consistent massing and street wall with the
building abutting the northern property line. To maintain the street level character, the
podium is clad in limestone, a material used extensively in the construction of older
buildings throughout Dundas.  Although no active grade-level uses are proposed,
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maintaining this massing Close to the street line provides a sense of enclosure,
contributing to the pedestrian environment.

The building makes extensive use of stepbacks above the podium to minimize the
visual impact from the street and reduce shadowing and overlook onto neighbouring
properties. The building is stepped back 2 m from the front property line beginning at
the third storey. This prevents the structure from dominating the street, allowing the
two-storey podium to establish a human scale pedestrian environment.

The first storey is 12.5 m from the rear lot line with storeys two to six set back a further 5
m for a total of 17.5 m. The storeys above the sixth are each stepped back 1.5 m from
the storey below. Therefore, storeys seven, eight and nine are set back 19.0 m, 20.5 m,
and 22 m from the rear lot line, respectively. These gradual steps reduce the visual
impact as seen from the neighbouring properties to the rear. In particular, it reduces
sun-shadowing and overlook as detailed in the previous discussion on the sun-shadow
study.

On the northerly side lot line, the first storey, as well as a portion of the second and third
storeys (which extends 10 m from the front fagade) will have a setback of 0 m from the
northerly lot line. The remainder of the second and third storeys and all storeys above
will be stepped back 5.5 m. This arrangement provides the human scaled street wall
mentioned above, while reducing the appearance of over building for the storeys above.

Along the southerly side lot line, the first storey is set back 5.5 m, the storeys above are
set back 2 m. The southerly lot line is adjacent to a 3.96 m laneway which provides
further separation between the proposed building and the existing multiple dwelling at
75 Main Street.

As mentioned above, these building set backs and stepbacks mitigate the impacts of
shadowing and overlook on to neighbouring properties by ensuring adequate separation
and gradation in built form.

Parking for the proposed development is located internal to the building and at the rear
of the subject lands to maintain a comfortable pedestrian experience along the street.
Additionally, due to the width of the municipal road allowance, the development cannot
maintain both a consistent street wall and provide landscaping in the front yard.
However, a significant portion of the road allowance is currently grassed boulevard area
which will remain and be consistent with several other properties along the street
(including 63 Main Street which abuts the northern property line).
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Cultural Heritage

"B.3.4.1.3 Ensure that all new development, site alterations, building alterations, and
additions are contextually appropriate and maintain the integrity of all on-
site or adjacent cultural heritage resources.

B.3.4.2.1   The City of Hamilton shall, in partnership with others where appropriate:

g) Ensure the conservation and protection of cultural heritage resources
in planning and development matters subject to the Planning Act either
through appropriate planning and design measures or as conditions of
development approvals."

The subject lands are adjacent to 63 Main Street along the northern property line, a
property on the City's Inventory of Buildings of Architectural and/or Historical Interest.
Directly across Main Street from the subject lands is the old Dundas Town Hall, a
property designated under the Ontario Heritage Act.  The proposed development is
contextually appropriate as it responds to both of these properties, providing natural
stone cladding on the podium to reference the old Dundas Town Hall and maintaining a
consistent street wall setback and podium height with 63 Main Street. Additionally, the
proposed development will not impact the view of the Dundas Town Hall. Cultural
heritage staff have determined that the proposed development will not impact these
heritage properties.

Noise

The proposed development is located along Main Street, 38 m from Dundas Street, and
200 m from King Street East.

The following policies are applicable:

"B.3.6.3.1 Development of noise sensitive land uses, in the vicinity of provincial
highways, parkways, minor or major arterial roads, collector roads, truck
routes, railway lines, railway yards, airports, or other uses considered to
be noise generators shall comply with all applicable provincial and
municipal guidelines and standards.

B.3.6.3.2 Any required noise or vibration study shall be prepared by a qualified
professional, preferably a professional engineer with experience in
environmental acoustics, in accordance with recognized noise and
vibration measurement and prediction techniques, to the satisfaction of the
City, and in accordance with all applicable guidelines and standards."

As the proposed development constitutes the introduction of a sensitive land use
(residential) in proximity to major roads, staff will require the applicant to submit a noise
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study at the Site Plan Control stage to investigate the noise levels and determine
whether specific noise control measures are required. The noise study may suggest the
use of sound attenuation measures like upgraded windows or require that warning
clauses be provided to future owners / tenants.

RELEVANT CONSULTATION

The following Departments and Agencies had either no comments or no objections:

•  Recreation Division (Public Works)
•  Strategic Planning (Public Works)
,,  Horizon Utilities

The following Departments and Agencies submitted the following comments:

Hamilton Conservation Authority (HCA) has advised that this site is within the Lower
Spencer Creek watershed. A Functional Servicing Report will be required at the site
plan stage. Due to the significant increase in imperviousness of the site, the Report will
be required to address storm water quality control. The site is located outside of the
lower Spencer Creek floodplain. Therefore, a permit from the HCA will not be required
for the proposed development.

Operations and Waste Manaqement Division (Public Works Department) has
advised that there are no comments or concerns with the application. The property is
eligible for weekly collection of waste subject to the City's Solid Waste Management By-
law 09-067 and a list of criteria which ensure safe access and collection.

Corridor Manaqement Division (Public Works Department) has no concerns with
the-proposed application. As a condition of rezoning, no access will be granted to
Baldwin Street.  Detailed engineering plans will be required that demonstrate the
location of existing underground services and the proposed method of foundation
construction. The applicant will be required to submit a Construction Management Plan
before construction begins. Five 5 m x 5 m visibility triangles will be required between
the access limits and the ultimate road allowance limits of Main Street. The Division
recommends a tripartite encroachment / access / maintenance agreement be formalized
including 75 Main Street. Both 75 Main Street and 71 Main Street are under the same
ownership. As such, these requirements will be implemented through the Site Plan
Control stage as conditions of approval.

Forestry and Horticulture Section (Public Works Department) has advised that
there are two municipal tree assets and several private trees located within the road
allowance. Therefore, a Tree Management Plan and Landscape Plan will be required at
the Site Plan Approval stage.
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Hamilton  Municipal  Parking  System  (HMPS)  (Planninq  and  Economic
Development Department). has expressed concern regarding the availability of parking
on site.  However, there is capacity on the existing street network and Municipal
Carpark (located off of Miller Lane) to accommodate additional short-term parking within
walking distance. On-street parking cannot be guaranteed in perpetuity as the potential
for further intensification could place additional pressures on the availability of these
parking spaces.  Previous experience in the area indicates that recent developments
have had issues accommodating parking on site. A warning clause should be added to
any purchase and sale agreement ensuring that the prospective buyer should be aware
of the restrictive parking situation.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

In accordance with the provisions of the Planning Act and Council's Public Participation
Policy, Notice of Complete Application and Preliminary Circulation was circulated to
approximately 507 property owners and tenants within 120 m of the subject property on
August 1, 2014, requesting public input on the application. The initial notice referred to
the subject lands as "7 Main Street" as opposed to "71 Main Street". The notice was
promptly recirculated thereafter with the correct address. A Public Notice sign was also
posted on the property on August 14, 2014 and updated on October 27, 2015 with the
date of the Public Meeting. Notice of the Public Meeting was given, in accordance with
the requirements of the Planning Act on October 30, 2015.  A petition with 347
signatures opposing the application has been received. Additionally, 28 written
responses have been received opposing the application primarily on the grounds of
traffic, parking, and design. Public correspondence is contained in Appendix "E" and is
discussed in the Analysis and Rationale for Recommendation Section below.

ANALYSIS AND RATIONALE FOR RECOMMENDATION

, The proposal has merit and can be supported for the following reasons:

(i)   It is consistent with the PPS and conforms to Places to Grow (Growth Plan
for the Greater Golden Horseshoe);

(ii) It implements key policies of the UHOP with respect to the Community
Node and the Mixed Use - Medium Density designation as key locations
for intensification and complete, transit-supportive communities; and,

(iii) It implements key UHOP policies that promote neighbourhood compatibility
and the use of innovative building step backs and terracing.  It is an
appropriately scaled residential intensification project compatible with the
surrounding neighbourhood.
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2, Currently, 71 Main Street is a vacant lot while 10 Baldwin Street contains a single
detached dwelling. The proposed development is for a nine-storey, 29.1 m tall
multiple dwelling.  There will be a total of 72 one-bedroom units, 59 parking
spaces and a minimum of 10.secure bicycle storage spaces. The development
will utilize an existing public alley to access the parking levels of the building and
nine surface parking spaces at the rear. A concept plan and elevation for the
proposed development have been submitted (see Appendix "D").

, The proposed amendment to the UHOP establishes a site-specific policy that
permits a nine-storey, 72 unit multiple dwelling with a maximum height of 29.1 m.
The amendment is required because the Mixed Use - Medium Density land use
designation only contemplates heights of up to eight storeys. As discussed in
detail in the Policy Implications and Legislative Requirements Section above, the
proposed development implements the key UHOP policies associated with
Community Nodes, the Mixed Use - Medium Density land use designation,
residential intensification, urban design, cultural heritage, and noise  The
proposed development will contribute to the function of the downtown Dundas
area as a Community Node, providing a vibrant, pedestrian oriented environment
for people to live, work, and play.   The proposal represents residential
intensification in a form that is appropriately scaled and context-sensitive while
increasing population density in the area which supports public transit, grows the
local market for goods and services, and diversifies the range of local housing
options. The applicant has employed innovative design solutions like using a
podium and providing building step backs to address the issues of overlook and
shadowing.

.

Additionally, the amendment removes the rear portion of 10 Baldwin Street from
the UD-5 Area Specific Policy on UHOP Volume 3: Map D-2.  This change
permits the rear portion of the lot to be associated with the proposed building
situated on 71 Main Street. However, the intent of the policy is still maintained as
the existing dwelling on 10 Baldwin Street will remain and preserve the existing,
low density character of Baldwin Street.

The applicant has requested the following site specific amendments to Zoning
By-law 3581-86 to implement the proposal:

Chan qe in Zone
The change in zoning from Central Area Commercial (C.A.C./S-91) Zone,
Modified to Medium to High Density Multiple Dwelling Zone (RM3) will permit a
multiple dwelling (apartment building as per Zoning By-law 3581-86) without
commercial uses to be constructed on the property.  An apartment building
without commercial uses is not permitted under the current zoning. This change
will allow the property to develop as a single use, multiple dwelling as per the
policies of the Community Node and Mixed Use - Medium Density designation.
As discussed in the UHOP policy review, single use buildings which contain a
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use that is permitted in the Mixed Use - Medium Density designation are allowed
within this designation. Therefore, staff are supportive of this change.

Buildin,q Heiqht and Yard Requirement
The current C.A.C and the proposed RM3 zoning permit a maximum building
height of 16.5 m. The proposed modification to the RM3 zoning is to permit a
maximum building height of 29.1 m. Additionally, the UHOP permits a maximum
building height of six storeys with the potential of up to eight storeys provided that
the development meets certain conditions (see UHOP policy review). Since the
applicant is proposing nine storeys, an Official Plan Amendment is required.

The applicant has provided a number of design solutions which mitigate the
impact of the building's height on its surroundings. The building includes a three-
storey podium facing the street, above which the remainder of the building is
stepped back 2 m. This allows the bulk of the building mass to recede within the
property and diminish its dominance of the streetscape while still maintaining the
established street wall with 63 Main Street. The RM3 Zone requires a minimum
7.5 m from yard setback from the road allowance.  To implement the above
design solution the applicant requires modifications to the RM3 Zone to permit
the three-storey podium to be 0 m from the road allowance while the storeys
above maintain a minimum of 2.0 m from the road allowance.

The proposal also includes more strict provisions for the rear yard setback which
ensures that the building maintains a fair distance from the low density dwellings
prevalent beyond the rear lot line of the property. These provisions also ensure
that the building maintains four levels of step backs at the rear to reduce visual
and shadowing impacts. The RM3 Zone requires a minimum 7.5 m setback from
the rear lot line.  To ensure that proposed development implements the
aforementioned design solutions in the rear yard, modification to the RM3 Zone
stipulate that the building must maintain a minimum of 12.5 m from the rear lot
line at the first storey; a minimum of 17.5 m for storeys two through six; and a
minimum of 19.0 m, 20.5 m, and 22 m for storeys, seven, eight, and nine,

respectively.

The RM3 Zone requires side yard width to be 45% of. building height. For a
building of 29.1 m this results in a side yard of 13.1 m.  Modifications to the
southerly side yard width are proposed to permit access to the rear of the
property at grade while using the area above to accommodate living space.
These modifications permit a minimum southerly side yard width of 5.5 m for the
first storey and 2.0 m for the storeys above. Additionally, a 3.96 m wide laneway
provides further separation between the proposed building and 75 Main Street.
A 0 m side yard is proposed for the first storey and portions of the second and
third storeys along the northerly side yard to allow for a continuation of the street
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wall which is prevalent along portions of the Main Street. Above the third storey
the building steps back 5.5 m to mitigate visual and shadowing impact.

Parking
The By-law requires parking to be provided at a rate of 1.25 spaces per unit, with
0.25 of those spaces being reserved for visitor parking.   The proposed
modification contains a reduction in the parking rate to 0.8 spaces per unit. This
translates into the number of required spaces from the 90 spaces required by the
By-law to 58 spaces. The applicant intends to provide 59 spaces. All of the
spaces provided will be reserved for tenant parking only.  In support of this
reduction, the applicant submitted a parking study conducted by W.B. O'Brien
Services, a professional engineer. The study determined that due to the smaller
size of the units, proximity to downtown Dundas and McMaster University, and
the availability of nearby public transit the peak parking demand should be 0.8
vehicles per unit. This translates into 58 spaces for 72 units. Additionally, there
are 99 parking spaces available to the public within walking distance (150 m) of
the subject lands. The study found that these spaces had an observed utilization
rate of 45%.  As such, the study concluded that small amounts of spill over
parking from the development are unlikely to have a significant impact on the
surrounding  area.    To  promote  alternative  transportation  modes,  the
development includes a minimum of 10 secure bike storage spaces and 18
spaces in bike racks outside.  Additionally, the applicant is planning to
incorporate a car-sharing arrangement for the development. These matters will
be reviewed in greater detail through any subsequent Site Plan Control
Application.

Parking staff have expressed a concern regarding the availability of parking in
the area and the potential spill over that may occur as a result of reducing on-site
parking. Staff acknowledged that there is capacity within walking distance of the
development to accommodate some of the short-term spill over from the site but
these spaces are not guaranteed and may be subject to metering in the future. If
the development is approved as proposed, HMPS staff have recommended a
warning clause be included in any purchase and sale agreement that clearly
explains the existing parking arrangement for the site. Through the Site Plan
Control process, warning clauses will be placed on title on all units.

As discussed in the policy review section above, the subject lands are located in
an area in which alternative transportation modes are strongly encouraged. The
proximity to public transit and pedestrian friendly commercial areas, as well as
the provision of car-sharing and secure bicycle storage, are a comprehensive set
of Iocational and site elements which reduce dependence on automobile travel.

Planning staff are satisfied that this comprehensive approach can satisfy the
parking requirements for the proposed development.
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Density and Floor Area per Unit
The proposed building envelope will accommodate 72 units on a site of
approximately 0.1562 ha. This results in a density of approximately 465 units per
ha (uph). A modification to the density provision is therefore required from 100
uph to 465 uph. Additionally, a reduction in the floor area requirements for 28 of
the proposed units to be below the minimum 55  m increases the supply of
smaller and more affordable units in the local housing market. As previously
discussed, staff are supportive of this increase in density as it achieves the City's
intensification goals and Community Node policies while adverse impact on the
surrounding areas are mitigated with unique and context specific design
solutions.

Other Modifications
In addition to the above modifications, a number of design related modifications
relating to landscaping, encroachment into yards, definitions and parking and
loading requirements (see By-law in Appendix "C').

Landscaping
The RM3 Zone requires a minimum of 30% of the site to be landscaped There is
insufficient space to accommodate the building envelope and the site's exterior
features while dedicating 30% of the area to landscaping. However, there is an
extensive grassed boulevard within the road allowance adjacent to the front lot
line. The three-storey podium abuts the front lot line to maintain a consistent
street wall with 63 Main Street. As a result, landscaping cannot be provided in
front of the building as this would encroach into the road allowance. Given that
this situation is characteristic of several properties along the street, including the
abutting 63 Main Street, a modification to the RM3 Zone will permit the applicant
to provide a minimum of 0% landscape area.  Additionally, the applicant will
provide a minimum 1.4 m wide landscape strip along the rear lot line as a buffer
between the low density residential uses located there, whereas the By-law
requires a minimum of the 3.0 m. Staff are satisfied that a 1.4 m landscape strip
is appropriate and are supportive of these modifications.

Parking and Loading
Modifications are required to permit a loading space to be within 7.5 m of a public
alley and to use that alley as manoeuvring space. A reduction in the dimensions
of parking spaces from 2.7 m x 6.0 m to 2.6 m x 5.5 m is also proposed. Such a
reduction is typical of urban infill projects where smaller stall sizes are required to
balance the need for space to provide the required number of parking spaces.
Therefore, staff are supportive of these modifications.
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Yard Encroachments
A consistent 1.5 m encroachment allowance for balconies will be applied to all
yards which is required to implement the above modifications to yard
requirements while maintaining a consistent design. Additionally, given that part
of the first storey contains parking spaces, a provision is required that applies the
above modifications to yard requirements to the portion of the building that
contains parking as well. Staff are supportive of these modifications given that
they are technical and minor in nature.

Definitions
The definition for a through lot (a lot other than a corner lot, having separate
frontage on two streets) will not apply to this lot.  The original intent of this
provision is to ensure that each frontage respects the character of the street on
which it is located. The modification ensures a consistent interpretation of the
proposed block zoning is maintained on the basis of the subject lands being an
interior lot. Staff are supportive of this modification given that it is technical and
minor in nature.

. The "H" Holding Provision has been applied to ensure that, prior to any
development of the property, the applicant provides proof that 71 Main Street and
10 Baldwin Street have merged in name and title.

,

, The Public Works Department has identified that there are public watermains and
sanitary and storm sewers within the Main Street road allowance to service the
proposed development.  No capacity issues have been identified.  Additionally,
a water service assessment and wastewater generation assessment will be
required at the Site Plan Control stage. There are no road allowance widening
requirements for the abutting sections of Main and Baldwin Streets.

The Public Consultation Section of this Report noted that 28 letters were
received.  The letters expressed concern over a range of issues including
building design and neighbourhood character, traffic, and parking. In addition, a
petition with 347 signatures opposing the proposal was received. The following
summarizes the issues raised in the correspondence received.

Buildinq Design and Nei,qhbourhood Character
Many respondents considered that the proposed building does not fit the
character of the neighbourhood.  Several respondents felt that the proposed
building would take away from the character of downtown Dundas and the old
Dundas Town Hall in particular. Concerns were related to building height and
massing.  Related to the issue of design, respondents also indicated that the
building would cause shadowing, loss of privacy due to overlook, reduce the
amount of available natural light, and block views of the escarpment.
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This Report has outlined the relevant design policy and provided an assessment
of the proposed building design.  Staff are of the opinion that the proposed
building design is a balanced approach to facilitating residential intensification
while providing solutions that minimize the visual impact, shadowing, and loss of
privacy. Staff are of the opinion that the proposed design is compatible with the
existing character of the neighbourhood.  It is important to note that to be
compatible with its surroundings, a development does not need to mimic its
surroundings. Chapter G - Glossary of the UHOP states that "Compatibility or
compatible should not be narrowly interpreted to mean 'the same as' or even as
'being similar to'".  More importantly, a development must be able to coexist
without significant impact to its surroundings. To this effect, Planning staff are
satisfied that the design solutions employed in this development have adequately
addressed external impacts while maintaining the existing character of the area.

Traffic
Respondents also raised concern over traffic and congestion, and were of the
opinion that it would significantly increase as a result of the proposed
development. Specifically, respondents noted high levels of rush hour traffic at
nearby intersections resulting in dangerous conditions for drivers, pedestrians,
and cyclists. Traffic along the public taneway which abuts the property along the
southerly lot line was also noted as a concern. Several respondents considered
that street access to and from the laneway would become more hazardous as
additional vehicles use the laneway.

Corridor Management staff have indicated that Main Street is designated as a
Major Arterial Road and have not indicated any capacity issues with regard to the
proposed development. Issues regarding access to the property were also not
raised. As stated in the Relevant Consultation Section of this Report, Corridor
Management staff have indicated that 5 m x 5 m visibility triangles between the
laneway and the road allowance will be required through the Site Plan Control
process to ensure that proper sight lines exist for users of the laneway. As such,
Planning staff are satisfied that the development will not cause adverse traffic
impacts.

Parking
The availability of parking and the potential spill over onto city streets was
frequently cited by respondents as an area of concern.  Many respondents
believe that the proposed parking arrangement will not satisfy the demand by the
building's residents and will cause significant spill over onto streets, with some
parking illegally and impeding traffic. Currently, a portion of 71 Main Street is
being used as visitor parking for 75 Main Street which will have to be removed to
accommodate the proposed development. The respondents indicated that this
would further exacerbate the parking issue in the area and for the residents of 75
Main Street in particular.
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The applicant has provided a detailed, area specific parking study which justified
the proposed reduction in parking.  Additionally, the study found that public
parking within 150 m of the property had an observed utilization rate of 45%.
The findings suggest that the quantity of parking provided is adequate for the
development and that there is public parking capacity to accommodate spill over
within the vicinity, including that which might result from the reduction in visitor
parking at 75 Main Street. Staff are satisfied with the justification provided by the
applicant in support of the parking reduction.

Loss of Parkland
Currently, the subject lands are covered in grass and contain several large trees.
Several respondents were displeased with the removal of greenspace and loss of
parkland that would result if the subject lands were to be used for development.

It is important to note that these lands are private property and are not identified
as a public park. The archaeological assessment submitted with the application
indicates that the property had changed ownership several times throughout its
history and had various structures built upon it.  No mention is made of the
property being in public ownership or of its use as a public park.

Municipal Servicin,q
Respondents were also concerned that the proposed development will have a
negative impact on water and sewer services. As noted above, the Public Works
Department has not identified any capacity issues with the existing watermain
and storm and sanitary sewers which will service this development. Additionally,
a wastewater generation assessment and water service assessment will be

required at the Site Plan Control stage.

Development of 10 Baldwin Street
Some respondents believed that the residential dwelling at 10 Baldwin Street
would be removed and replaced with a driveway for the proposed development,
thereby having a negative impact on the streetscape. As noted in this Report,
only the rear portion of 10 Baldwin Street will be used for parking whereas the
existing single detached dwelling will remain and continue to be used as a
residence. Additionally, as summarized in the Relevant Consultation Section of
this Report, Corridor Management staff have indicated that they would not
support an access to the proposed development from Baldwin Street.

Impact Durinq Construction
Respondents were concerned about the potential impact of construction on
traffic, nearby neighbours, and compromising the structural integrity of 63 Main
Street, the building which abuts the 0.0 m side yard.   A Construction
Management Plan will be required through the Site Plan Control stage which will
identify and implement measures to mitigate any negative impacts as a result of
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construction.  This includes such things as lane closures, truck routing, dust,
noise and vibration. Detailed engineering plans that demonstrate the location of
existing underground services and the proposed  method of foundation
construction will also be required at the Site Plan Control stage which will be
reviewed by Public Works staff to ensure that there will be no negative impacts
during construction.

Insufficient Landscapinq.
As noted earlier in this section of the Report, landscaping cannot be provided in
the front yard while maintaining a consistent street wall with 63 Main Street. This
situation results from the fact that the municipal road allowance abuts the front
fagade of 63 Main Street and the proposed fagade of 71 Main Street. Therefore,
the grassed area in front of the two structures is considered the municipal
boulevard. This type of situation is common in older areas of the City where the
built line was established many decades ago while the width of the municipal
road allowance increased.  Staff do not have concerns with the reduction in
landscaping requirements as this situation is characteristic of many buildings in
the area.

Open House Meetin.q
The applicant also hosted an open house meeting on March 4, 2015 for which 21
people signed the sign-in sheet. The applicant provided four comment sheets
that were submitted by attendees.  Concerns were raised regarding parking,
traffic, building height, shadowing, and loss of privacy due to overlook which
have been discussed above.

ALTERNATIVES FOR CONSIDERATION

If the application is denied, the lands at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Street could be
developed for the permitted uses with the prescribed regulations of their respective
zoning categories.

ALIGNMENT TO THE 2012 - 2015 STRATEGIC PLAN

Strategic Priority #1 :
A Prosperous and Healthy Community

WE enhance our image, economy and well-being by demonstrating that Hamilton is a
great place to live, work, play and leam.

Strategic Objective:
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1.6   Enhance Overall Sustainability (financial, economic, social and environmental).
APPENDICES AND SCHEDULES ATTACHED

e  Appendix"A": Location Map
®  Appendix"B": Draft Official Plan Amendment
o  Appendix "C": Draft Zoning By-law Amendment

Appendix "D": Concept Plan and Elevations
®  Appendix"E": Public Correspondence

:GTAh
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Subject Property
71 Main Street & 10 BaldvAn Street, Dundas

Block 1 - Change in zoning from Central Area
Iÿ  Commercÿal(C.A_C.iS-91)Zone, Modified, to Medium

to High Density Multiple Dwelling- Holding (H-RM31S-
xxxl ) Zone, Modified.

Block 2 - Change in zoning from Low Density
Residential (R3) Zone, to Medium to High Density
Multiple Dwelling- Holding (H-RM3LS-xxxl) Zone,
Modified.

Block 3 - Change in zoning h-am Low Density
Residential (R3) Zone, to Low Density Residential -
Holding (H-R3/S-xxx2) Zone, Modified
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Schedule '1'

DRAFT Amendment No.
to the

Urban Hamilton Official Plan

The following text constitutes Official Plan Amendment No. ÿ to the
Urban Hamilton Official Plan.

1.0   Purpose and Effect:

The purpose and effect of this Amendment is to introduce Site Specific
Policy UDMU- to the Urban Hamilton Official Plan to permit the
development of a nine storey, 72 unit multiple dwelling with a maximum
height of 29.1 metres. The UDMU-label will be added to Map 2 - Urban
Site Specific Key Map, as shown on the attached Appendix A. A
corresponding entry will be made in Volume 3, Chapter C - Urban Site
Specific Policies. Additionally, a portion of the subject lands will be
removed from the UD-5 Area Specific Policy, as shown on the attached
Appendix B.

2.0   Location:

The lands affected by this Amendment are located at 71 Main Street and
a portion of 10 Baldwin Street (Dundas), within the City of Hamilton.

3.0   Basis:

The basis for permitting the Amendment is as follows:

The Amendment:

•  is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement and conforms to the
Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe;

implements key policies of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan with respect
to the Community Node and the Mixed Use - Medium Density
designation as key locations for intensification and complete, transit-
supportive communities; and,

implements key Urban Hamilton Official Plan policies that promote
neighborhood compatibility and the use of innovative building step
backs and terracing. It is an appropriately scaled residential
intensification project compatible with the surrounding neighbourhood.

Urban Hamilton Official Plan
Amendment No. x

Page
1 of 4                                  ÿton
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4.0 Changes:

4.1 Mapping Changes:

4.1.1 Map 2 - Urban Site Specific Key Map is amended by adding
the UDMU-label to the subject lands, as shown on the
attached Appendix A,

4.1.2

4.2

Map D-2 - Area Specific Policies is amended by removing a
portion of the subject lands from the UD-5 designation, as
shown on the attached Appendix B.

Text Changes

4.2.1 Volume 3, Chapter C is amended by introducing the
following Site Specific Policy:

UDMU-   Lands located at 71 Main Street and a portion of
10 Baldwin Street

1.0 Notwithstanding Policy E.4.6.8 and E.4.6.9 of Volume 1,
a nine storey, 72 unit multiple dwelling with a maximum
height of 29.1 metres, shall be permitted on the subject
lands.

5.0   Implementation:

An implementing Zoning By-law Amendment will give effect to this
Amendment.

This is Schedule "1" to By-law No. ÿ passed on the ÿ day of ÿ,

2015.

The
City of Hamilton

F. Eisenberger                      R. Caterini
MAYOR                            CLERK

Urban Hamilton Official Plan
Amendment No. x
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Authority: Item     , Planning Committee
Report: 15-      (PED15175)
CM:

Bill No.

CITY OF HAMILTON

BY-LAW NO.

To Amend Zoning By-law No. 3581-86 Respecting Lands
Located at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Street, in the
former Town of Dundas, now in the City of Hamilton

WHEREAS the City of Hamilton Act, 1999, Statutes of Ontario, 1999 Chap.14, Sch. C did
incorporate, as of January 1st, 2001, the municipality "City of Hamilton";

AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton is the successor to certain area municipalities,
including the former area municipality known as the "The Corporation of the Town of
Dundas" and is the successor to the former Regional Municipality, namely, "The Regional
Municipality of Hamilton-Wentworth";

AND WHEREAS the City of Hamilton Act, 1999, provides that the Zoning By-laws and
Official Plans of the former area municipalities and the Official Plan of the former regional
municipality continue in force in the City of Hamilton until subsequently amended or
repealed by the Council of the City of Hamilton;

AND WHEREAS Zoning By-law No. 3581-86 (Dundas) was enacted on the 22nd day of
May 1986, and approved by the Ontario Municipal Board on the 10th day of May, 1988;

AND WHEREAS the Council of the City of Hamilton, in adopting Item __ of Report
of the Planning Committee, at its meeting held on the __ day of__, 2015, recommended
that Zoning By-law No. 3581-86 (Dundas) be amended as hereinafter provided;

AND WHEREAS this By-law will be in conformity with the Urban Hamilton Official Plan
approved August 16, 2013 upon approval of Urban Hamilton Official Plan Amendment No.
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NOW THEREFORE the Council of the City of Hamilton enacts as follows:

1) That Schedule "A" appended to and forming part of Zoning By-law No. 3581-86
(Dundas),  is hereby amended by changing the zoning of lands, the extent and
boundaries of which are shown on a plan hereto annexed as Schedule "A", as follows:

i) Block 1 for a change in zoning from Central Area Commercial (C.A.C/S-91) Zone,
Modified, to Medium to High Density Multiple Dwelling - Holding (H-RM3/S-xxxl)
Zone, Modified.

ii) Block 2 for a change in zoning from Low Density Residential (R3) Zone to Medium
to High Density Multiple Dwelling - Holding (H-RM3/S-xxxl) Zone, Modified.

iii) Block 3 for a change in zoning from Low Density Residential (R3) Zone to Low
Density Residential (R3) - Holding (H-R3/S-xxx2) Zone, Modified.

2) That Section 32 "EXCEPTIONS", of Zoning By-law No. 3581-86 (Dundas), is hereby
amended by adding the following sub-sections:

"S-xxxl"

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3: Definitions, Section 14: Medium to High
Density Multiple Dwelling Zone, Section 7: Off-street Parking and Loading, the following
special provisions shall apply to lands known municipally as 71 Main Street and 10
Baldwin Street, shown as Block 1 and Block 2 on the attached Schedule "A".

(i) Notwithstanding Sections 3.2.54 and 3.2.57, the subject lands shall be deemed
to be a Lot, Interior and the Lot Line, Front shall be deemed to be the lot line
along Main Street

(ii) Notwithstanding Section 14.2 Regulations for Apartment Buildings, the following
special regulations shall apply:

14.2 REGULATIONS FOR APARTMENT BUILDINGS

14.2.2        YARD REQUIREMENTS

14.2.2.1 FRONT YARD

Minimum (1st to 3rd storey) 0.0 metres

Minimum (4th storey & above)   2.0 metres
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14.2.2.2 SIDE YARD

14.2.2.3

14.2.5

14.2.4

14.2.3 HEIGHT

Maximum  29,1 metres

DENSITY

Maximum  465 dwelling units per hectare

FLOOR AREA

SoutherhL

Minimum

Minimum

Northerly

Minimum

(1 st storey)

(2nd storey & above)

(1 st storey)

Minimum (for a portion of the
2nd & 3rd storeys extending a
maximum of 10.0 metres from
the front facade)

Minimum (for the portion of the
2nd & 3rd storeys extending
beyond 10.0 metres from the
front facade and all storeys above)

REAR YARD

Minimum (1st storey)          12.5 metres

Minimum (2nd to 6th storeys)    17.5 metres

Minimum (7th storey)           19.0 metres

Minimum (8th storey)           20.5 metres

Minimum (9th storey)           22.0 metres

5.5 metres

2,0 metres

0.0 metres

0,0 metres

5.5 metres

Notwithstanding Subsection 14.2.5 (ii), a maximum of 28 one
bedroom units may have a floor area less than 55.0 square
metres. All other provisions of Subsection 14.2.5 shall apply
to the remainder of the units.
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14.2.7    LANDSCAPING REQUIREMENTS

14.2.7.1    LANDSCAPE AREA

Minimum zero per cent of the site
area shall be landscaped

14.2.7.2    BUFFER STRIP

Notwithstanding subclause 14.2.7.1 above, a
buffer strip of no less than 1.4 metres in width
shall be provided and maintained adjacent to
every portion of any lot line that abuts any R1,
R2, R3, R3A, R4 or R6 Zone along the rear lot
line.

(iii) Notwithstanding Section 6.6: Encroachment into Yards and 6.16: One Dwelling
Per Lot, the following special regulations shall apply:

6.6.1 BALCONIES

Balconies may project a maximum of 1.5 metres into any required yard.

6.16  ONE DWELLING PER LOT

A multiple dwelling and the existing single detached dwelling shall be
permitted on one lot.

(iv) Notwithstanding, Section 7.4: Abutting a Residential Zone, Section 7.5: Visitor
Parking, Section 7.6: Loading Spaces, Section 7.8: Encroachment into Yards,
Section 7.12: Off-street Parking Space Requirements, and Section 7.14:
Dimensions for the Design of Parking Areas, the following special regulations
shall apply:

7.4    ABUTTING A RESIDENTIAL ZONE

7.4.1 The boundary of every parking area containing five or more
parking spaces, or a loading space located on the surface of
a lot adjoining any residential zone, shall be located not less
than 1.4 metres from the residential zoning boundary.

7.4.4 This clause shall not apply.

7.5        VISITOR PARKING

7.5.1     This clause shall not apply.
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7.6    LOADING SPACES

7.6.1     Maneuvering space may be provided via the adjoining public
alley.

7.6.2     This clause shall not apply.

7.6.3     This clause shall not apply.

7.8    ENCROACHMENT INTO YARDS

This Section shall not apply.

7.12  OFF-STREET PARKING REQUIREMENTS

7.12.1    RESIDENTIAL USES

7.12.1.5 Apartment Buildings  0.8 spaces per dwelling unit.

7.14  DIMENSIONS FOR THE DESIGN OF PARKING AREAS

7.14.1  The minimum dimension for the provision of required parking
spaces shall be 5.5 metres in length and 2.6 metres in width.
Notwithstanding, a minimum of 1 space shall be 5.5 metres in
length and 4.4 metres in width.

(iv) A minimum of 10 storage spaces for bicycles will be provided within the multiple

dwelling.

"S-xxx2"

Notwithstanding anything in Dundas Zoning By-law 3581-86 or this amendment, the
following special provisions shall apply to a portion of the lands known municipally as 10
Baldwin Street, shown as Block 3 on the attached Schedule "A".

i)  The existing single detached dwelling will be permitted and deemed to conform to
the by-law after the passing of this amendment.

ii) Besides modifications and enhancements to landscaping, no further development is

permitted.

3) That the "H" symbol may be removed at such time as the following has been satisfied:

The owner / applicant shall demonstrate that the lands know as 71 Main Street and
10 Baldwin Street have merged in name and title, to the satisfaction of the Manager
of Development Planning, Heritage, and Design.
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ii) The owner / applicant shall enter into an encroachment / access / maintenance
agreement With the City of Hamilton for the maintenance and use of the adjacent
laneway, to the satisfaction of the Manager of Development Planning, Heritage, and
Design.

4) That By-law No. 3581-86 of the Town of Dundas Zoning By-law is amended by adding
this By-law to Section 32 as Schedule "S-xxxl" and "S-xxx2".

5) That Schedule "A" of the Zoning Schedule Key Map is amended by marking the lands
referred to in Section 2 of this By-law as "H-RM3/S-xxxl" and "H-R3/S-xxx2" as shown
on the attached Schedule "A".

6) The Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to proceed with the giving of notice of the
passing of this By-law, in accordance with the Planning Act.

PASSED and ENACTED this     day of
r

,2015.

F. Eisenberger                            R. Caterini

Mayor                                  Clerk

ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009
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This is Schedule "A" Io By-law No. 15-

Passed the  ............  day of  ........................  2015

Schedule "A"

.........  Mÿyor  .........

Clerk

Subject Property
71 Main Street & 10 BaldvAn Street, Dundas

Map Forming Part of
By-law No. 15-

E222 

to Amend By-law No. 3581-86

Scale:        File Name/Number:
N.T.S.      ZAC- 14-025/UHOPA-I 4- 009

Date:          Planner/Technician:
October 27, 2015          GT/AL

PLANNINÿ AND ECONOMIC 13ÿ'VELOPM Eÿq* DEÿ'AR'i'MENT
Ham:i.[ton

Block 1 - Change in zoning from Central Area
Commercial (C.A_C.IS-91) Zone, Modified, to
Medium to High Density Multiple Dwelling -
Holding (H-RM3!S-xxx!) Zone, Modified.

Block 2 - Change in zoning from Low Density
Residential (R3) Zone, to lvledium to High Density
Multiple Dwelling - Holding (H-RM3!S-xxxl) Zone,
Modified_

Block 3 - Change in zoning from Low Density
Residentfal (R3) Zone, to Low Dense, Residential
- Holding (H-R3!S-xxx2)Zone, Modified
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SCHEME SUMMARY
TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS: 72 UNITS (NET LOSS OF t
UNIT FROM FULL 9 STOREY SCHEME)
LEVEL2:10 UNITS
LEVEL3:10 UNITS
LEVEL4:9 UNITS
LEVEL5:9 UNITS
LEVELLY: 9 UNITS
LEVEL7:9 UNITS
LEVEL8:8 UNITS
LEVEL9:8 UNITS

PARKING SPACES: 59 SPACE (NET LOSS OF t SPACE
FROM OLD LOBBY CONFIGURATION)
LEVELI: 25 PARKING SPACES
LEVELBt: 34 PARKING SPACES

/-- EXTENT OF
/         pREVIOUS BUILDING

f-ÿ,

CENTURION 2, DUNDAS, ON
WEST ELEVATION
SCALE 1:200

2015-06-26

EFFORT TRUST
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CENTURION 2, DUNDAS, ON
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• SCALE t:200

2015-06-26
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Macdonald, Gre

From;
Sent:
To:
Subject:

August-20-14 12,130 PM
Macdonald, Greg
File No:ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009 - Noice of Application re: 71 Main Street and 10

Baldwin Street, Dundas

Dear 'Mr. Macdonald

Since my telephone conversation with you the other day I have attended a meeting of other concerned
people regarding thls matter, and also studied the map Mr, John gave me when I visited City Hal! two weeks
ago, Contrary to what he thought, the property line completely cuts offthe present visitor parking which has
been enjoyed by No.75 Ivlain Street (I believe) since it was built. There will be nowhere for service or any
vehicles to park at No.75 Main Street If this application Is successful.

Aside from the above I have the following concerns;

1.  There will definitely be an Increase In traffic in this area with sixty more parking spaces which will no

doubt be filled,
2,  The lack of visitor parking provided will cause illegal street parking,
3.  The view from the north side of No.75 Main Street will be entirely blocked offto Its residents.
4.  This new building, being much closer than the building to the other side of No,7S, will be much noisier.
5.  The garbage Is proposed to be dealt with right in the middle ofthe ground floor facing No.75 - No.75 has
their garbage dealt with at the rear, and to my knowledge has had no complaints about the way it is dealt

with from the houses on Dundas Street,
6.  There does not appear tb be any garden area in front of the proposed building except at the corn er,
where it has been kept landscaped and beautiful for ten feet at least for the past forty years.
7.  As far as I can tell, the applicants are going to bultd the street level parking right next to the existing
building - is there not supposed to be a side yard of some Idnd?
8.  Nine stories seems too high - it will block the evening sun to the houses on Dundas Street - No.75, being

less, and smaller altogether, does not do this.
9.  Finally, with maybe eighty new apartments and an average of two people in each, there could be a
problem with the SEWAGE SYSTEM for the City. No.75 has 36 apartments - NoA8 Dundas Street has 1 don't
know how many, but it must be quite a lot with seven stories and it's quite a lengthy building.

For the above concerns, and mainly the one that takes up the WHOLE of the lot, I don't think this present
proposition is feasible, and I think the architect could take a page from the one who designed the building
next door and follow suit, OR dare I say It - have It landscaped and made into a parkette for weary people to

sit awhile, There are many people with ideas.

Yours truly
Betty Goddard.
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Macdonald, Gre

From:
Sent:                      August-20-14 !:43 PM
To:                        Macdonald, Greg
Cc:                          Powers, Russ
Subject:                    Amendment application FiLE UHOPA-14-009

-14-025

Bylaw Amendment Application ZAC

City of Hamilton Planning Dept,

Please accept this email as a formal disapproval of increasing the maximum height from 9 to 12 Storeys for this project,
It will be located directly accross from the town hall building, residential neighbourhoods and a funeral home.
The increase in the height limit Is not in keeping with the character of the neighbourhood - and will only bring on a flood of
futher requests for the same or higher buildings going forward,
These height limit increases will ultimately destroy the "small town" characteristics of Dundas, The city infrastructure
and roadways are not set up to handle this type of density,
The intersection of Governers Road - Dundas Street - and Main Street is already too congested to accommodate a
project of this magnitude in the area.
I respectfully submit that your planning team should spend at least 5 days -including the morning and evening rush hours
particularly in the intersection of Governors and Main Street.
The safety factor for the current volume of traffic is already poor, The turning advance signals do not accomodate
anywhere near the lineup of vehtctes waiting to turn - and we are going to add more to the volume ?
The other streets around this area are two lane -wtth some requiring vehicles to stop in one direction to pass each
other if there are vehicles parked on both sides of the street at the same time
which they frequently are. Without major improvements to the limited traffic routes in Dundas- this and any other project
to increase the height level of the current 6 storeys should not be approved,

William Llndley
24 Dundas Street
Dundas ON
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Gregor Law,on
1 Baldwin St.
Dundas, ON
L9H 1A6

August 19, 2014

Mr, Grog Macdonald, City of Hamilton
Planning and Economic Development Department
Planning Dtvlslon - Development Planning, Heritage & Design - West Sec!.ion
7I Main Street West, 5ÿh Floor
Hamillon, Ontario LSP 4Y5

RE:  File no: ZAC,t4,0251UHOPA-I4.,009

Dear Mr. Macdonald,

I am writing In response to your letter, dated August 1, 2014, regarding the application received
by your office to amend the Urban Hamilton Offiotal Plan and the Dundas Zoning By-law for
lands at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Street, Dundas.

I am opposed 1o [he proposed development and have outlined my reasons below. Given the
slze of the development and the fact thai it conb'avenes current zontng byqaws and deviates
strongly from the Urban Design Policies set out in the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, I feel that
thts application affects a far greater number of residents than will have received the Notice of
Application, which as I understand, was only sent to those living within 120 meters of the
property line, Nofice of the proposed development was only stgnposted on the property on
August 13, giving those residents and interested parties that did not receive your letter only nine
days to familiarize themselves with the proposed development, city policies, and to prepare a
suitable response, I have therefore chosen to share this letter with a number of friends and
associates in the city and encouraged them to respond to the appticalion, either through [heir
own letters or by slgntng a petition that Is now circulating among Hamilton residents.

My reasons for epposlng the proposed development are as follows:

1. The location of the proposed development is of great significance not only to the town of
Dundas but also to the City of Hamllton and Province of Onlario. The Dundas Town
Hall, which is located directly opposite the proposed development, Is one of the oldest
municipal buildings In Ontario and, as such, is a site of significant cuttural value and
architectural interest.

The appllcalton for the proposed development outlines a building with a heighl, of 9-
storeys, whiGh exceeds the maximum height of 6-8 storeys as currently permitted within
the "Mixed Use ÿ Medium Density" designation of the Urban Hamil!ÿon Offici!l Plan.
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Building a highÿrise structure, which Is what Is proposed In this application, would
overshadow the Town Halt and chanÿle the existing character of the block. As per the
design principles outlined in the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, "urban design should
foster a sense of community pride and Identity." The proposed nlneÿstorey building, with
Its glass balconies and tack of green space, would be co            ruent with
neighbourhood.

I object to the proposal to amend the official Urban Plan to permit a 9-storey building as I
feel it contravenes many of the design principles outltned tn the Official Plan. For
instance, no care has been taken to respect "existing character, development patterns,
bultt form and landscape." As well, there has not been "sensitivity toward community
identity through an understanding of the character of a place, context and setting In both
the pubtlc and private realm." Based on the plans submitted, this building would not look
out of place In Downtown Toronto. However, in a small, Valley. Town, such as Dundas,
the proposed structure will overshadow the historic town hal! and compete with it as a
focal point of the downtown. Responsible development, as described In the urban design
principles, should respect "prominent sites, views and vistas in the city," For this reason,
I oppose the development of a 9ÿstorey, 73-unit apartment building at 71 Main Street.

Furthermore, the proposed building features above-grade parking on the first storey the
structure. This feature will be highly prominent, particularly from in front of the town hall
building, significantly altering the street level views of Main Street and the historic town
hall,

As such the inclusion of this feature will significantly alter the aesthetic character of the
nelghbourhood.

a)

2ÿ

b)

Chapter F, Section 1.9, of Volume t of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan states that the
City may permit heights and densities that exceed the maximum denslt}es of this Plan
and the Zoning By-law, provided:

The proposed increase ÿn helght and density is In compliance wtth the goals and
policies of this Plan; and,

The community benefit provided is directly related to the Increased height and
density of the proposal,

The proposed development does not, however, meet either of these criteria based upon
the fact that the directions detalied in Chapter A, Section 2.1, of the plan are not
respected (most notably Direction #9, which is to maintain the unique character of
extsttng buildings, neighbourhoods and settlements) and the proposed development
does not provide any of the community benefit.s listed in Chapter F, Section 1.9.2, of the
Plan.

Chapter B, Section 3,3,2.3, of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan clearly states that new
development shall be designed to minimize impact on neighbourln# buildings and public
spaces by:

a) creating transitions In scale to neighbourlng buildings;

b) ensuring adequate privacy and sunllght to neighbouring properties; and,

2
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o) minimizing the impacts of shadows and wind condllions,

The proposed development at 71 Main Street does not meet any of these criteria.

2.1

0

3.

. Thg:ÿoposed h'iÿ'::rise apartment building Is out of propodion with all' ;ÿqrr'0und!ng propeÿes in the downtown core. I would propose that any

development built In this space should not exceed the height of the neighbouring
Centurion Apartment Buildings.

2,2 The proposed building will directly, overlook my property and that of
my netghbours' (and those of residents several streets away). No attempts are
made to ensure adequate privacy for nelghbouring residences.

2.3 The proposed development will reduce sunlight significantly for residents of
surrounding residential properties and the town hall. Prior to any planning
decision belng made, a study should be conducted to model the impact of
shadows from the proposed development on netghbouring properties,

Destgn policles set forth in the Urban Hamilton Official Plan for high- and medium-
density resldentia! zoning indicate that access to the property shall be designed to
minimize conflicts between traffic and pedestrians both omslte and on surrounding
streets.

The increase in traffic from of a 9-storey, 73-untt development wilt however significantly
Impact traffic flow In the downtown core and potentially introduce serious traffic
congestion issues, The plans indicate that new development would make use of the
existing public alleyway located between Baldwin Street and Dundas Street, This exit is
already heavily used as it serves both the adjacent Centurion Apartment Building and
residents of Baldwin Street and Dundas Street whose properties adjoin the public
alleyway, The aforementioned design policies also indicate that 'Developments should
have direct access to a collector or major or miner arterial road. tf direct access to such a
road is not possible, the development may gain access to the collector or major or minor
arterial roads from a local road only if a small number of low-density residential dwellings
are located on that portion of the local road.'

It would appear that the proposed development does not meet Ibis criterion as;

0) Traffic to and from the building witt not have access to a collector or
arterial road (Main Street) and;

The proposed access to the laneway Is shared with numerous low-density
residences and one medium-to-high density residence (The Centurion
Apartment Building).

As such, any plans approved for the area should require the addition of an access point
directly onto Main Street from the property,

The increased traffic that would result from the inclusion elÿ a 9-storey, 73-unit
development would certainty Impact traffic flow and safety. The lntersed:ton at Main and
Dundas Street is one of the busiest in Dundas, There have been rÿumber of accidents at
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thls Intersection over the last few years, The completion of long-term
trafl3c modelling study would be advisable prior to approving a development of this size.

5ÿ OffJstreet parking space requirements for apartment building as set forth in
Section 7,12.1.5 of tile Town of Dundas Zoning By-Law (3581.86)indicate that 1.25
parldng spaces should be available per dwelling unit, of which 0.25 spaces per dwelling
unit shall be provided for Visitor Parking.

The proposed development only Includes 60 parkiÿqg spaces for 73 units (0.82 spaces
per dwelling unit). Under the zoning byqaws quoted 73 units would require a total of 91
parking spaces, or put another way, a property with space for 60 parking spaces should
support a maximum of 48 dwelling units.

Even if the 1.25 i'atio does not apply under f.he new Urban Hamilton OfficiaJ Plan, the
proposed development appears to have a deficiency of off-street parking. This would
undoubtedly result In residents and their visitors parking on the street tn the surrounding
nelghbourhood and would, tn turn, impact traffic flow and safety on Main Street and
throughout the downtown core,

The argument that public transit in the area justifies the tow-parking-to-dwelling ratio Is
not convincing. The closest bus stop, which is located at Governors Road (by the Metro
Plaza) Is only served by two routes, the 52A-Dundas Local and 5*Delaware.

Reducing the size of the proposed development would alleviate some of these issues,
If rezontng of t0 Baldwin Street is not approved (my strong opposltton to this request is
included below), this would further reduce the availability of parktng by 9 spaces te a
total of 51. Again, following the zoning by-laws, this would be sultable for an apartment
butldlng with a maximum of 40 dwellings. ! would recommend [hat this is taken into
account when any decisions are made regarding planning for 71 Main Street,

,

With regard to Directives of the Urban Plan supporting ln[enstflcaIion, the Inclusion of
any residential dwelling in the area would mark an increase in population density. A
9-storey, 73 unit residence is quite simply excessive and will result in unnecessary traffic
issues in the downtown core.

I oppose the rezonlng of 10 Baldwin Street from a single-detached dwelling to a zone
that permits a multiple dwelling, There are several reasons why f do not feel this is
appropriate:

6.1 In Volume 3, Chapter B, of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, Baldwin Street
(including #10) is clearly identified as being part of.area UD-5 (Land Located to
the East and West of the Mixed Use-Medium Density Designation in Downtown
Dundas) for which the following policies apply:

a) The existing low-rise residential built form and scale of these aÿeas shall be
maintained;

b) Conversion to commercial uses shall be encouraged to maintain the existing
residential buildings; and,

c) Proposals for residential tnfilt shall reflect the house form of adjacent
properties.
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Presumably these recommendations were made in recognition that Baldwin
Street contains a number of historic homes and that maintaining these properties
contributes to the heritage and outtural landscape of Dundas, Based on
recent community consuHatlon, preserving "the smalt4own feel* of Dundas has
been identified as one of the primary concerns of local
residents (ÿc.comtnewsÿstorÿ/4753028-1et-s-talk-about-ha milton:
s-futurel).

The removal of yard space behind the property of 10 Baldwin Streel, as
proposed, wilt significantly alter the appearance of the lot both from Baldwin
Street and the public alleyway located between Baldwin Street and Dundas
Street, effectively turning it into a car park, The proposed highÿdse building at 7t
Main Street will be visible throughout the entire area Identified as UD-5, dwarfing
existing buildings, and thereby significantly altering the character and aesthetic
value of the netghbourhood.

In addition, views of the previously mentioned above-grade parking structure will
also be highly prominent from both Baldwin Street and York Street. This wilf
again significantly impact the character and nature of the nelghbourhood.

As such, I do not believe that the proposed development is compliant
with the principles of the city's Urban Design Policies (set forth in Chapter B,
Section 3.3.2.3, of the Urban Hamilton Official Plan).

6.2 Rezonlng of 10 Baldwin would also enable additional changes, not currently
outlined in the plan, which could be requested at a later date. Specifically, I am
concerned that the house currently located at 10 Baldwin Street would be
removed to make space for a laneway providing access to the proposed
development. Given [he traffic congestion Issues that will impact the proposed
entrance to the apartment building from Matn Street (See section 3), I would
suggest that this is in fact the primary reason why the requested change in
zoning for 10 Baldwin Street has been made. As such, l would request that the
following concerns also be taken into account and that any changes to zoning of
10 Baldwin Street be done on the condition the building currently located on the
property remain intact and that under no conditions the property be used as a
point of access to 71 Main Street.

6.2.I The inclusion of a laneway in this area would be extremely problematic
from a safety perspective. Not only would it make reversing from the
drtveway of my property at 1 Bafdwln Street extremely unsafe, the
likelihood of collisions with cars travelling east from the intersection at
Main and York or West from Baldwin extremely high. Many drivers use
this road as a shortcut to the McDonatds location at 10 Cootes Drive
and travel down Baldwin Street at high speed without slowing, This is
particularly true In early mornings.

In the past year, there have been several accidents in the vicinity of my
house at the corner of Baldwin and York, one which involved a car
colliding wllh my property and coming very close to causing major
damage to my house.
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6.2,3 From a traffic density perspective, the Inclusion of a laneway on the 10
Baldwin Street property is again unsuitable, As you may be aware, The
Dance Centre operates from the buildlng at 63 Main S!.reet (located at the
corner ef York and Main). Parents collecting children from classes at the
school either park or idle on both sides of Baldwin Street in the space
between the lights at Main and York and the upper region of Baldwin
Street, The density of cars is particularly busy on weekends when traffic
to and from the proposed apartment building could be expected to be at
its most busy.

7, In the plans provided there is no space between the proposed building and ihe existing
property on 63 Main Street. This poses a risk to the existing property of structural
damage, during construction, and also for the spread of fire, both during and after
construction.

From reviewing the available documentation regarding hlstortc buildings In Dundas I am
aware that the bulldtng at 63 Main Street is not ourrent}y listed as being of historic
Interest. As I understand, ÿhe building dates back to the1800s. I would suggest that a
study Is undertaken as to the cultural and historical significance of the building before it
Is jeopardized by the proposed development.

Thank you for your tlme in considering these points. If you have any questions regarding any of
the Issues raised, please do not hesitate to get in touch. I can be reached though either the
phone number or e-malJ provided.

Best regards,

Gregor Lawson, PhD,, MSc.
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Macdonald, Greg

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

August-16-14 !0:45 AM
Macdonald, Greg
File No: ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009

Dear Mr, Macdonatdÿ

I am writing in response to the development proposal that is requesting an amendment to the Urban Hmnilton
Official plan and changes to the Dundas Zoning By-law for 71 Main St and 10 Baldwin St in Dundas.

I do not support these changes, nor the development being proposed at tlaese locations. This proposed
development [s wildly out of proportion for the existing neighbourhood - both in the height and breadth of the
proposed building, and in the number of residential units.

The buildings that surround this area are predominantly low level residential houses which will be dwarfed by
this proposed structure, The proposed building will block much of the suntJght to these houses and greatly
reduce their privacy. Additionally the proposed building will tower over the Dundas town hall which is directly
across the street. This will ruin the aesthetics of one of the 'highlight' historic buildings "m the valley,

The addition of this many residential units in the area will have a negative impact on traffic in an ah'eady busy
location. Furthermore, Baldwin Street is a designated bike route used by many cyclists - myself included - and
would become more dangerous with the addition of more ear ta'affic.

With rega'ds to the drawing that was attached to the letter of notice - I would propose a more 'honest' rendering
be submitted to show the height differences between what is being proposed and the sun'ounding
buildings, The existing rendering takes a very convenient view which places the e,,dsting Town Hal1 in the
foreground therefore malting it look equally as large as the pr.oposed development. The drawing also masks the
existing building on the comer of Main and York streets behind a tree so that it cannot be seen clearty. IfI did
not know the area and took this drawing as an honest representation of this development I would not have any

concerns over it's height and width,

A reÿonsibte development of this property would take 5ÿto account the existing neighbourhood and add value
to the residents and the entire town. This proposed development does neither of these and appem's to be simp!y
acting m the interests of the developers-none of whom I can assume m'e Ioeat residents.

David Bruins
7 Baldwin St
Dundas
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Ref File No: ZAC-14-O25/UHOPA-14-O09
t /...,'

I'm concerned that a nine storey building next door will interfere with my view of

the changing seasons on the escarpment to a view of the apartment across the

lane.

Also it seems the architects have plans for contemporary buildings which don't

blend with the neighbourhood, I had occasion to visit Burlington recently and

took notice of new buildings using shades of red brick which, to me, appears more

welcoming and more in tune with the original buildings!
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15 Dundas Sfa'eet.
Dtmdas, Hamilton, Ontm'io

L9H 1A1
August 11.20!4

Mr. Ca'eg Macdonald, City of Hamilton
Planning & Economic Development Dept.,
Planning Div. - Development Planning, Heritage & Design,
West Section
71 Main St. West, 5th Floor, Hamilton, On. LSP 4Y5

Dear Sk,
As suggested in your communication of August 1, 20 ! 4, herewith are the m'itten

comments by me, regarding the subject you are bringing to the attention of outraged
citizens - concerning the proposed Amendment to Urban Hamilton Official Plan and
Dtmdas Zoning By-law for the Lands Located at 7 Main Street and I 0 Baldwin Street, Dundas.

Obviotÿsly, I am just one of the householders who will be negatively "a.ffeeted by
this rash proposed change. For the sake of clarity and understanding by the reader of this
reply (in contrast to the official bureauct, atie double-talk contained in File No.ZAC-14-
025/UHOPA-14ÿ009) I will set out my personal objections to this project, on a sepm'ate
page as an enclosure, and in ntmlericaJ order of revulsion,  I hereby give permission for
you to make these comments available to all concerned, bem'ing in mind the exception of
my name, as quoted under yore' paragraph entitled Collection of Information.

Trusting that the consciencb of those involved with the City of Hamilton's greed
for more taxes, will overtake this highly unsuitable venue proposal  ....

I remain, yore" indignant citizen,

Erie1.
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Reasons for Deploring the Proposed Amendments to the Dundas Zonin Bg__B_y_ÿLaw for the Lands

Located at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Sta'eet. Dundas.

1. Dundas has developed a reputation as a renowned Centre for the Arts. Figuring largely in
matter of pride, is our beautiful example of Victorian architecture, The Town Hall. The

building is still viable as an off-shoot of the City of Hamilton, and apart from that - it is a
valuable asset, perJodicaliy used by the cinematic film industt% and b6nging in revenue for
out" small town. In its wesent setting, Opposite the proposed area you are threatening, the Town
Ha!l seems to be photographed in a most pleasant area. This smal!, well-kept green space,
also contains some valuable treesÿ adding composition to the current panorama.

Imagine the effect of towering shadows teeming fi'om a 9-stotw maimaginative, frankly ugly
apartment building, which would totally negate tourists appreciation of this historic district.

2, How did it come about that oÿar once sensible By-Law, confining the height of buildings to
no more than 6 storeys, has been cavalierly cast aside by uncaIJng politicians of the past and
present? We have been betrayed shamelessly of recent years .., witness the defaming of
Governor's Road, which is ltow an eye-sore on this once Nstorical route.

3. The sketch sent to us, depicting the intended 9 stoÿT building, shows a strletly utilitarian
and 1.mimagiÿtive design, which will certainly cause eye-shoeldng shudders to those of us
wkh discerning eyes and souls. The awakeÿiag of Dundas to its burgeoning tourist
attraction, is in dire peril from the greed of the conglomerates you represent,

4. The addition of 60-odd automobiles, jostling for Parking and road space on Mare Street
during morning and evening rush hours, is unthinkable. Adjacent homes and the well-kept
ui:toblÿ'Usive Cerÿtm'ion Apallanents complex at the corner of Dundas and Main Sta'eets, are
plentifalty supplied with private cars and visiting service trucks, using the adjoining
driveway. Exit onto the notoriously dangerous nearby intersection, would become even more
difficult for hasty drivers and tert'ified elderly pedestrians. Your plan is foolish and could
even prove criminal !

5. Whomever is the '°emhaence gris" behind this scatteerbrakned application, would be well
advised to take time to visit this frantically busy area at normal, twice-daily rush hours.
He/She would experience the inconvenience and fi'agitity of such a mad-cap plan. One side of
the empty Lot hi question, is a corltinuation of the Centurion Apmeanents driveway, which
becomes a cut-de-sac alley c.ontaining baekyards and private pro'king to individual
residences. The raising of a large edifice at the mouth of this Right of Way, would cause
dangerous channels of high winds in winter, and thus further danger to residents on foot.
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Macdonald, Greg

FrolYl:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

August-14-14 12:08 PM
Macdonald, Grog
File No: ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009 (change to zoning in Dundas, 71 Main St)

Dear Mr, Grog Macdonald,

I am writing to you as a concelaqed resident of Dundas, I live at 7 Baldwin Street, and have a n.umber of
concerns about the proposed zoning by-iaw amendment for my neighbotn'hood, This area in Dundas is
historically sensitive with some of the oldest buildings in the immediate area of the proposed 9 storey multiple

unit dwelllng.

I strongly oppose this development and zoning because of it does not appear to have considered the histo6cal
appeal of the neighbourt!ood in design or ftmction, A 9- storey building on a higher elevation for the
neighbourhood will both tower over and shadow homes in very close proximity and our town hall, i do support
development thcttfits into its surroundings, This structure is huge for tixay, nalu'ow lot and has barely any ga'een
space around it. It wilt be an eyesore and does not complement or enhance the neighbourhood, These zoning
changes seem to be only in the interest of a properÿ, development company and not in the interest of the

community of Dundas,

It ÿ,ÿdl also have significant traffic impacts in an ah'eady congested space, In fact the intersections tlÿat flank the

property have recently been modified because of high volume and accident rates, Adding more volume willadd to these problems, Baldwin Street is a bicycle route designated by the City of Hamilton and the zomng
change for 10 Baldwin, will make turning the eor.ner at York and Baldwin very dangerous, [ am reqllesting a
bicycle, pedestxian and car traffic study of the block with the propelties concerned,

The strongly oppose the zoning change for 10 Baldwin fl'om R3 to RlVL3, That home is a residence on a
residelatial street, I purchased my home on Baldwin St. as a residential street and want it to remain that way, not
have one propetly become a parldng lot and driveway for a large building,

Thank-you in advance for considering my concerns and you can expect to see me present at all public meetings
in opposition to this development and change in zoning, Wotfld you kindly folÿard my concerns to the Senior

Project Manager, Edward Jotm as well?

Thank-you,

Esther Bruins
Baldwin Street Resident, Dundas
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Macdonald, Gre

FrOIÿ:
Sent:                       August-ll-14 11:37 AM
To:                         Macdonald, Greg
Subject:                    Zoning By-Law

Dear Sir:
With respect to File # ZAC-i4-025/UHOPA-i4-OO9'I the following Is a list of my objections to the proposed

changes to the By-Law referred to in that file,

1.Nine stories'is far too high and not in keeping with other buildings In the immediate area and does not fit.
2.Building design, as shown in the Architects enclosure is too modern, other buildings in the area, former

Lightening Rod Co. building adjacent to 71
Main St, Is over 100 yrs. old, Town Hall, across the street is also over !00 yrs,

3, Main St. at the intersections of Dundas St and Hatt St. are two of the busiest in the whole town. Recent

traffic light changes support this,
4, The proposed Condo Bldg. of 73 units wilt have, according to their plan, at least 66 parking spaces,

which adds to an already overburdened area.
5, About 40% of the traffic along Main St. is trucks, both small and large, tractor trailers and dump trucks.

Already very hazardous to pedestrians.
6, Apartment building located on the S/E corner of Dundas St. and Main St.- Many of the tenants have

children who attend schools In the area and
must pass by the entrances facing Maln St.
1 would appreciate confirmation, that this mall has been received, thank you,

Regards,

William Jamteson
75 Main St, Unit 403

Dundas, Ontario, LgH-2P9merest
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Mr, Norm Van Bergen
9 Dundas Street,
Dundas, Ontario L9H iAi

.... ÿ4:ÿ
,. ÿ-ÿ 1ÿ O

Date: 8 August 2014

RLC[i., ÿ ED

At)6 1 ÿ -Jl)l*-,

Greg Macdonald
Planning and Economic Development Department

Planning Division - Development Planning, Heritage & Design - West Section

Hamilton City Hall
71 Main Street West, 5th Floor

Hamilton, Ontario

L8P 4Y5

Re: File No: ZACÿ14-O2S/UHOPA'14-009

Notice of Complete Application and Preliminary Circulation to" amend the Urban Hamilton

Official Plan and Dundas Zoning By-law for the Lands Located at 7 Main Street and 10

Baldwin Street, Dundas:

Dear Sir:

This letter is in response to the captioned file number as received on 6 August 2014 at my

place of residence.

My family and I wish to formally register our opposition to the aforementioned zoning

change and have said opposition recorded as a matter of public record. Furthermore, t am

led to believe that proper process was not foilowed relating to advanced public notice of

said zoning change application, nor the public posting (or lack thereof) of same on the

properties in question,

Regardless of the above, as long-term residents of Dundas (14+ years), we wish to express

the following:

The proposed change in zoning is not conducive to maintaining the overall tone and

living 'feel' of the neighborhood - increased density of housing will further

exacerbate the noise and traffic conditions on the street and in the public alleyway
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:, £!:2"

The proposed structural design (size, visual aesthetic) is vulgar and contradicts both

the overall town and specific neighborhood architectural continuity (the adjacent

existing apartment building notwithstanding) - this is not what Dundas needs nor

what Dundas residents want

The existing green-space occupying the vacant lot of 7 Main Street is populated with

a notable number of Black Walnut trees and currently serves as a carbon-sink for

the area, as well as an aesthetic respite for the many pedestrians & nearby

homeowners. Destruction of these trees and the erection of another apartment

building violaLes the very balance the residents of Dundas so forcefully wish to

protect from initiatives such as this

Please ensure that my personal information is not shared beyond this communication (e.g.,

not with the applicant, public, et cetera). My family and neighbors look forward to the

opportunity to publicly express our disdain of this application and make good on our intent

to take every reasonable measure to ensure it does not get approved.

Sincerely,

Norm Van Bergen
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Macdonald, Gre

From:
Senÿ
To:
Subject:

August-07-14 2:49 PM
Macdonald, Greg
File no: ZAC-i'4-025/UHOPA-14-009 Proposed Main Street Dundas Apartment Building

Attention' Grog MacDonalÿl

I am writing to reject the proposed apartment building in its current design.

The maximum height should remain as the current bylaws require. The building beside it is 7

storeys.
Keep the new design at 7 stories.
The photograp!i depiction clearly shows that the new apartment building towers over the other
buildings, appearing very oppressive,

I reject the application for an amendment. Redesign the new building to maintain the same height as

the neighbouring apartment building.

I support a building in this space. I reject developers who continually try to break boundaries that are
put in place in order to maintain the look and quaintness of our town. That is why people want to live

here in the first place.

Sincerely,

Andrew Fleming,
Dundas Resident
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Margaret Moran

75 Main St, Apt 402

Dundas, ON L9H2P9

Thursday Aug 21 2014

Dear Slr,

Ref file No ZAG14-025/UHOPA-14-009

I am writing to voice my opposition to the erection of a nine storey condo building on the only green space at
present In downtown Dundas. The impact on the quality of life for the surrounding population will be

detrimental in many ways,

My points are these:-

1) The building Is both too hlgh and too close to existing structures and wltl block light tremendously to
both the residents of 75 Main and also the private homes that lie to the east of the building.

2) "Intensification" can become another word for simply '%vercrowding", This area is already well

populated with houses, businesses and apartment buildings and is a busy pedestrian environment.
Increasing the density of traffic will be a major hazard. We are close to the busiest and most dangerous

intersection in Dundas -Governors Rd and Main. This intersection ts traversed by families, including
children from the 18 Dundas St, apartment complex and by many seniors who live locally, Recent
improvements to the lights have been made to try and render crossing on foot less dangerous, but the

ever-present level of traffic still presents danger when crossing.

3) The design of this building is offensive in that It has made no accommodation with its surroundings and
the character of Dundas generally, It Is massive, taldng up too much space both in footprint and height,

"Intensification" should not mean that you overwhelm your neighbours and put everyone around you

at a disadvantage,

4) Add to the above- increased traffic noise, more pollution, toss of mature trees, loss of scenic views.

All tn altl hope the views of concerned citizens are taken into account. Good planning is not Just about serving

the needs of developers, Intensification has to be good intensification, with respect given to the needs of the

existing community,

Yours truly,
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Donald Scott Munro
267 MacNab Street
Dundas, ON L9H 2K5
AugÿJst 22, 2014

Grog Macdonald
City of Hamilton
Planning and Economic Development Department
Planning Division -Development Planning, Heritage & Design - West Section
71 Makrt Street West., 56 Floor
Hamilton, ON LSP 4Y5

Dear Mr. Macdonald

Re: File no: ZAC- 14-025iUHOPA- 14-009

I am writing to express my objection to the proposed development at 71 Main Street, Dundas in
ils present form. Following anaatgamation, the City of Hamilton proudly billed itself as a city of many
communities, Consequently the Town of Dundas became the Dundas community which takes pride in
its ability to proj cot small town heritage in keeping with its distinctive histo13', This would exptain why
it has become attractive and expensive to live here in recent years, and why it is now more attractive to
land developers. Inappropriate tand development, such as that which is proposed here, will blunt its
appeal, thus slekening if not actually killing the golden goose,

No amount of artistry used in an arehiteeturai rendering can conceal the fact that the proposed
structure tan'los a service demand impact that exceeds the carrying capacity of its neighborhood.
Rather than a stlÿetttre designed specifically to suit the neighborhood, we are confronted with a generic
structure looking for an empty property to fill. There are many undemtitized sites in downtown
Hamilton which are better suited to this type of development,

This and other recent property developments in Dundas, such as the Tatmny's Place restaÿarant
development, follow a common theme of seeking a zoning variance for more stories than would
othetÿcise be allowed. This is done in the name of "intensification", the purpose being to increase local
population density. It should be noted that any housing on this emÿently unoccupied land would
increase the density and there are many designs which would suit the unique character of Dundas,
especially given that the lot faces the architecturally significant (and registered) Town Hall. Therefore,
the goa! of intensification can be served by constructing suitably designed hotÿ_ng here that fits the
current zoning envelope. A variance is not needed to accomplish this unless mtensifieatlo simply
means maximization of fmaneiat return, in which case it becomes offensive.

Surely we can do better than this. Otherwise Dtmdaÿ is not a community in which the City of
Hamilton takes pride; it is merely a dumping ground for inappropriate development projects,

Sineerÿ           .

D, Scott Munro
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Macdonald, Gre

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

October-29-14 10:03 AM
Macdonald, Greg
File No: ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009

Hi Greg,
Regarding the 9 storey high-rise development proposed adjacent to Dundas city hall, we would prefer it if the height is
reconsidered. My wife and I are both engineers who work on buildings and understand the need of intensification,
however we feel that this can be achieved in Dundas with more 4 or 5 storey buildings to maintain a more consistent
town skyline. My family moved from Toronto to Dundas to escape the overcrowded lifestyle and enjoy the escarpment

views. We would hope Dundas doesn't lose that appeal and its town characteristics.

Sincerely,
Matt Charbonneau BASc., MASc., P.Eng.
Associate
mcharbgnneauÿedfsopenqineers.ea

EDISON ENGINEERS INC.
I70gllvte St,  Cell: 416-464-0968
Dundas ON   Tel', 905-627-1667
L9H 2St     Fax: 9054ÿ27-0177
www,edisonenÿliÿleers.ca
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12 Baldwin Street

Dundas, Ontario LgH 1A6

REC:EIVED
("f' I')oLr 2 '/- ÿ[J'lt, ÿ[:

August 20, 2014

Mr, Greg Macdonald

Planning and Economic Development Department
Development Planning, Heritage and Design - West Section
71 Main Street West - 5th Floor

Hamilton, Ontario LSP 4Y5

Dear Mr, MacDonald:

File No: ZAC-:I.4-025/U HOPA-14-009
Appllcatlon to amend zoning by-law for 71 Maln Street, Dundas and $.Q Baldwin Stree.t, Ontario

I have received your letter regarding the above, Please note that the incorrect number of the property

in questlon is showing in your subject heading,

Apart from.the obvious over intenslficatlon at thls site I would draw your attentlon to the followlng

points:

Tr_TLd 

The traffic volume in the immediate area of the proposal is extremely high. It can be difficult enouglÿ
now to exit the lane, and what another 80 or so cars would brlng is unimaginable. The intersection close

to the proposed development has the highest number of accidents in Dundas,

Natural Llghl.

The proposed building will obstruct natural light to residents of 7.5 Main Street and other residents In
the area, As I am located at No, 12 Baldwin I would be very adversely affected. This Is a very serious

matter which should not be taken lightly,

Noise and Pollution

The current residents in the area would be subjected to higher pollution and noise. Again as t would be

living next to the car park i would be very much affected and strongly object to the buffer zone

suggested -it is totally inadequate,

75 Main Street --Dundas - Loss of Visitor: Parklnÿg

The residents at 75 Main Street would be very adversely affected at the loss of visitor parking which
they enjoy now.  What plans are tn place to ensure that these residents will continue to enjoy receiving
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visitors and still be able to be picked Up at their building? There are a number of seniors in this building

that require transportation.

Loss of Trees

There are 8 very old established trees on the property, which would be lost if this development were

allowed to go ahead,

Pr___obtems During Construction

There would be very little space for trucks, equipment, etc. needed to build such a property. The lane is

narrow and construction vehicles, etc. cannot be allowed to Impede the flow of traffic of residents using

the lane. To anticipate closing off a lane on Main Street - with 2 Intersections close to each other and

both controlled by traffic lights would cause chaos

No. 10 Baldwin Street;

I notice from the plan that the property at No. 10 Baldwin (my immediate neighbour) still appears to be

standing, What are the future plans for this property? A parking lot Is planned for the garden area -

what is to become of the house?

.Conclusion

It is obvious to me that the developer, architects, etc. have never even visited Dundas otherwise they

certainly would not have put forward such a monstrosity. This Is Just Insulting. Dundas is a very unique

community, well known for its historic features, attracting many tourists,

Facing the proposed building is Dundas Town Hall-the oldest In Ontario, Do you really think that

placing a building which will tower over our Town Hall wt/I add to the beautification of Dundas?

This development does nothtng for the residents of Dundas or Dundas Itself.

The site on which this property Is proposed, has for decades been a very pleasant green space and

should certainly not be allowed to be rezoned,

Yours truly,

Peggy Lewis

c,c,Edward Jon, 8,A,,M,A,, MRTPI

Senior Project Manager
Development Planning, Heritage and Design -West Section

Councillor Russ Powers - Ward 13               /
S. Robichaud, Director of Planning, Planning Division
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RECEIVED        Sept. 2 014

Re: ZAC- !4-025/UHOPA-14-O09

Attention: Greg Macdonald

Planning and Economic Department

Planning Dfvision-Developrnent Planning, Heritage and Design -West Sectton

71 Main St. W., 5uÿ Floor

Hamilton, Ontario LgP 4Y5

Mr. Macdonald,

t am writing as a concerned Dundas resident with vehement opposition to the proposed application to

amend the Dundas zoning by-law for 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin Street, Dundas and the proposed

construction of the 9 level building In this space.

The size and design of this proposed building is utterly abhorrent and overwhelming for this space and

the surrounding buildings which showcase the historical heritage of this area when entering Dundas vta

the old road of Main Street or Governor's Road.

By-laws are put in place with specifics to an area for a reason and should not be allowed to be altered

strictly for the financial gain of a company who wish to develop without seemingly taking into

consideration the negative impact such a construction has to the look and importance of the historical

buildings of the Dundas Town Hall and red brick building at 63 Main Street which are a big factor in the
charm and character that are part of the beautiful village atmosphere that are a draw for the residents

of Dundas and tourists who come to enjoy this special environment,

The size of the proposed building would also destroy a large part of the beautiful old mature trees that

enhance the existing buildings and are also benefictaf for all those In this area beyond that of being an

eye catching green space.

The proposed building is too big, too modern and totally out of place for this property, not at all

appropriate for the vlllage ambiance that we enjoy and choose to maintain as our preferred lifestyle.

Change to the green space that Is 71 Main Street currently is inevitable, but one would hope that any

design would incorporate and implement the appropriate size and htstorlca! character of the area

which is what the people of Dundas appreciate in our town.  It seemingly appears that little or no

consideration was given to this design that would enhance or fit in with the existing historical buildings

but instead blatantly overwhelms it,

Beyond the look of this building are other negative aspects such as the extra volume of traffic that could
impede the flow of traffic at the Intersection of Osier, Governor's Road, Dundas Street and Main Street
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(often a problem In Itself ) with cars turning off Main Street onto the laneway entrance to 75 Main

Street and the new buildlng at 71 Main Street as well as the cars to houses further down the laneway,

which is already in great disrepair. The new building and accompanying traffic will also impact the traffic

along Baldwin Street with much weekend traffic trying to turn into the parldng lot at 63 Main Street, for

activities there.

The plan also appears to remove the current visitor parldng at 75 Main Street, which If not outright

illegal would cause great negative impact for those in the building that rely on assistance from health

care workers who park there and also would impact and cause increased parking issues tn the

Immediate nelghbourhood streets which already have minimal or no extra parking.

Of course there are the obvious negative Issues to those residing at 75 Main Street currently facing the

green space, who beyond losing the lovely view they currently have, but more importantly due to the
proposed size and close proximity of new bullding would also lose almost all of the natural light they

have especially in the winter and benefit of the heat of the sun, as they have no other window access

other than those facing the new building, which also impacts privacy.

There have been recent renovations of buildings in Dundas such as the condominiums at former

Dundas District High School that have enhanced the original building but also maintained the basic

original look and history of building. This is a different situation to constructing a new building but
shows how one can keep the ambience of the historical heritage of Dundas in mind and Intact when

creating something new and have the correct fit for the area.

A building of this design proposed for 71 Main Street does not suit being in the downtown core of the

village of Dundas, Other residents of Dundas who are unaware of the proposed design and have not

been advised will be outraged and given the opportunity will side against its construction,

B. Jenkins

75 Main Street, ÿt502

Dundas Ontario

Lgh 2P9
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Sent: September-23-14 6:53 PM
To: Macdonald, Greg
Subject: file # ZACÿI4-025/UHOPA-14-009 71 Maln St, Dundas Ontario

Dear Greg - We spoke on the phone when the notices went out regarding the 71 Main St, Dundas application

and you said that the August deadline mentioned on the circular would not be a problem if people had
comments to contribute.

Here are mine:

The proposed building at 71 Main St bears no relationship to anything in the public space in Dundas, I t?et it is
an insensitive

size and design for an infill project on a 'gateway street', as people al:rive into Dundas and approach our historic

town hall, coning

down Osier Drive. Nine storeys when the OP calls for six, does not seem reasonable to me at tiffs location,
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, With'laneway access, the project will straha the access route for the homes facing Dundas Street that are served

from the back,

and the existing Centurion building, both for resident and visitor access and parking, Loss of the 6 'borrowed'

Visitor pro'king spots

will create hardship for people arriving with Meals on Wheels, VON nursing staff, and other service and health

care people, who are

frequent visitors to the building, If one were to watch that spot for an afternoon, it would be obvious how well-

ufied mÿd necessal3,

those Visitor spots are to a building full of elderly residents needing some outside services,

Collection of garbage and recyclhÿg is another function of the laneway and 'back yard' of the building - large

trucks reversing need

a wider space than will be allowed by the new building which appears to sit fight on the lot line on north and

south sides, Increased

traffic turning into the lane may be dangerous, as it occurs directly after the advanced gq'een for eastbound

traffic turning north onto

rMain St from Govetÿno s Rd, I can imagine some rear-end collisions with the increased numbers of people

turning both ways into

Main St (from Dundas St as well) aud suddenly having to stop behind someone turning into the lane, while

pedestrians make their

way along the sidewalk,

Exiting vehicles for the added residents out onto Baldwin St is also going to be challenging, as the exit will

occur immediately aider

a right-turn merge lane and across a bike lane along Baldwin. Pedestrians added to the mix, many of them

Seniors with walkers and

movbÿg at a slower pace, seem to me to present yet another dangerous point of comlection for the development,

Hamilton has just received and approved an Age-Friendly Report and 8-80 streets, complete streets, and

sidewall< safety for elders

are all considerations of it. The wind tunnel effect for pedestrians in the area of the building, and the effects of

ice and snow coming
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off a tall building into the public space in winter, will also be unpleasant for walkers of any age.

Loss of view for many residents is a big concern, as will be the shadow cast by this tall building on the

buildings behind it on Baldwin

and Dundas St. I have checked this on Google Earth and would be very disturbed if I lived kn any of those

homes. Hours of sunshine

per day is a health issue for Seniors and their wellbeing.

Apmt: from these technical objections, I'1i repeat that aesthetically, the design is enth'ely divorced from any

references in the former

Town of Dundas, whleh is justifiably proud and protective of its m:fique historic downtown streetseape, In

everything that is built as

infill in Dundas, it is my opinion as a Designer, thai materials and style details should be respectÿfi of that

character and refer to it,

to help reinforce and extend 'the took' of which we are so proud and to which we are so attached,

People in Dundas say, 'Why have an Offficial Plan if we are going to continually make exceptions to it?', They

also point to Aneaster,

where the downtown look has been carefully preserved and maintained. Why not in Dundas, one of the last

intact small-town Ontm%

streetscapes we have left?

The last thing that is a red flag to me is the participation of Mr Martini. His treatment of the property at
Aberdeen and Dundurn Streets ""      '

in Hamilton does not reassure me that he understands respectful use of space - people there cmÿ stand on their

balconies in the existing

aparmaent block (about the same vintage as the Centurion, I believe) and almost roach out and touch the brick

",vail that now blocks theh"

view, I have stopped my ear many times in that neighbourhood, as that building was coming atong, to

photoga'aph the unbelievable

juxtaposition of the new building with the old. It is just rude,
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It was also necessm7 to call the Ward Alderman in that area to ask when the Developer would finish the
sidewalks at the corner of

Aberdeen and Dundurn, which remained a mess of gravel a year beyopd the completion of the building. It
seemed a very shabby way

to (cominue to) treat the neighbourhood after the extended period when construction occupied a lane on
Aberdeen west of the lights.

I was not impressed with the development's treatment of residents and taxpayers (ie, people) in the area.

Thank you for consideration of these points, Please advise whether they wil! be incorporated into the final
review of the project,

sincerely,

Ms Toby Yull

Toby Yutl Interior Design

.F.-  -= ÿ:_7

• --  i  L  .....  --

-                          o  ....  "         •
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From:                       Macdonald, Greg
Sent:                       August-26-14 2:34 PM
To'

Subject:                    RE: Proposed Dundas development

Hello Gordon,

Thank-you for your comments. We will include them as part of the review of the proposal. If you would like to e-mall
back with a mailing address, we can be sure you will receive a copy of the staff report In the future once it is prepared in

advance of any future publlc meeting.

Sincerely,

Grog Macdonald

Greg Macdonald, MCIP, RPP
Senior Planner, Development Planning, Heritage and Design (West)
Planning Division
Planning and Economic Development Department
City of Hamilton
71 Main Street West, 5ÿh Floor
Hamilton, ON, L8P 4Y5
90s-546-2424, Ext. 4283

905-546-4202 (Fax)

From:     . --  --

Sent: August-2S-14 9:30 AM
To: Macdonald, Grog
Subject: Proposed Dundas development

Mr, Macdonald,

Re; File#ZAC- 14-025AJHOPA- 14-009

As an independent specialty retailer located in downtown Dundas, I must none the less express my objection to
the proposed construction of a nine storey apartment building near the corner of Governors road and Main
street, and directly facing the Dundas Town Hall.
As a merchant of long standing in the community, the prospect of additional residential development here is
something which I am sure municipal politicians might feel would be of great benefit. Indeed, I would be
remiss if I were to disagree, However, there is a very important variable at play here, and that is the ehmm and
ambience of Dundas proper,
Some years ago, plans were developed for the building of four high rise towers on an industrial site in Dundas
(Hart street), That particular piece of property needed much remedial work, and once the development was
under way the appearance of the buildings added to the look, the commerce, and the 'dynamic'of the Downtown
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core. The space available accommodated the development well, and in turn added to the commercial district

very nicely,

With respect to the proposed development across from Dundas Town Hall, the same cannot be said. I am well
aware of how much can be incorporated into a vacant lot, and I am sure much could be done with the space.
However, one only has to look at the poor planning which was employed back when the apartment buildings on
each side of King street East at York in Dundas were approved many years ago, and which continue to plague
this area today. As one drives West on King street into Dundas, a veritable dark canyon exists, a canyon which
does precious little in creating a welcoming introduction into our town. In addition, a traffic bottle neck was
created, including a dangerous lane alignment and traffic hazard which I have experienced first hand,

This community and its' downtown, including its BIA, has worked very hard to foster an environment which
visitors nowadays crave. I hear this fi'om visitors and clients alike each and every week as our town welcomes
an increasingly wider attdience fi'om areas such as Mississauga, Milton, Oalcville, Burlington etc. This proposed
development is another thin edge of a much bigger wedge which invariably leads to more high rise
development and greater planning elders. The Main street property in question wil! not add to the charm of
Dundas. I'm sure it would leek 'prettf. It will however help erode the appearance of an artistic community
whose only crime is in trying to preserve what very few communities can any longer lay claim to.,.'Liveability',
fi'ee of rampant suburbanization. Dundas's architecture is one of its great assets. Another nine storey apartment
building located aS it would be at another entrance point into our town, irrespective of its' creativity, will be a
mistake. Conversely, a family fi'iendly green space which visitors and residents alike would use would enhance
the entry into our town much more satisfactorily than any residential development will.That application, may
not be in either the City of Hamilton's, the developer, or the property owner's best interest, but it would better

serve what this community continues to strives for.

Sincerely, Gord Cndkshank
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Vtnodh Rajendra
5220 Champlain Trail
Mississauga, ON
L5R 3B1

August 21, 2014

Mr, Greg Macdonald, City of Hamilton
Planning and Economic Development Department
Planning Division- Development Planning, Heritage & Design - West Section
71 Main Street West, 5" Floor
Hamilton, Ontario LSP 4Y5

RE:   File #: ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009

Dear Mr, Macdonald,

I am writing in response to your letter, dated August 1, 2014, regarding the application received by your
office to amend flae Urban Hamilton Official Plan and the Dundas Zoning By-law for lands at 71 Main
Street and 10 Baldwin Street, Dundas,

This letter was forwarded to me by Gregor Lawson, together with his response to the Notice of

Application (dated August 19th, 2014).

As a former resident of Dundas (11 Colmar Street, Unit 20), i share many of the same concerns as Dr.
Lawson. Points 1 and 6,t in Dr, Lawson's letter, relating to the hnpact of proposed development on the
e,'dsting character of the downtown core, as well as Points 3, 4, and 5, relating to traffic issues that will
result from a development of this scale, are of particular concern. As such I am opposed to proposed

development,

Thank you for considerhÿg tiffs letter and the important points brought up in Dr. Lawson's letter. As a
current resident in Mississauga, [ have witnessed how the rezoning of land has negatively impacted the
community and 1 hope that the residents of Dundas do not experience this as well. Please feel fl'ee to

contact me by email if you have any concerns.

Sincerely,

Vinodh Rajendra, Ph.D.
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Macdonald, Greÿ

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

August-22-14 1:43 PM
Macdonald, Greg
71 Main Street Dundas

Dear Greg,

As a Dundas resident, I woutd like to express my reservations with the plan presented for 71 Main Street ia
Dundas (File no:ZAd- 14-025/UHOPA- 14-009)

I have tlÿ'ee main objections to the plan as presented:

1, I believe the height is too far outside the established plan for our area.
2, I believe the foot print of the building [s too large for the lot in questions.
3. I believe the impact on traffic will be too great for an already very busy part of town.

I would like to the see the plan revised to be scaled more appropriately for the lot and for the whole of Dundas.

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my concerns.

Sincerely,

Mm'c Risdale
76 Sydenham Street,
Dundas, ON
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Dundas,

Oreg MacDonald
Planning and Economic Development Department
Planning Division - Development Planning, Heritage &; Design - West Section
Hamilton City Halt
71 Main Street West, 5m Floor
Hamilton, Ontario
L8P 4Y5

August 21, 2014

Re; File No: ZAC- 14-O25/UHOPA- 14-009

Notice of Complete Application and Preliminary Circulation to amend the Urban
Hamilton Official Plan and Dundas Zoning By-law for the Lands Located at 7 Main
Street and 10 Baldwin Street, Dundas:

Dear Mr. MacDonald,

This letter is in response to the above file number as received on 6 August 2014 at my

home,

I wish

0

to express my opposition to this zoning change:

The proposed_ change in zoning is not in line with the overall tone and look of

the neighborhood - this increased density will only serve to increase the noise

and traffic conditions on the street and in the public alleyway adjacent to these

properties,

The existing vacant lot of 7 Main Street has a number of old Black Wahmt trees

and currently serves as home for numerous wild animals (rabbits, slmnks,

raccoons, squirrels, etc.). It also fmmtions as an impromptu 'park' for the mmÿ.y

pedestrians & nearby homeowners. Destruction of these trees and the erection

of another ov;ersized structure tips the existing balance the residents of Dundas

wish to protect.

,tease ensure that my persona! information is not shared beyond this communication
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Ms. Shannon Nolan
9 Dundas Street

Date: August 21, 20!4

Greg Macdonald
Planning and Economic Development Department
Planning Division - Development Planning, Heritage & Design - West Section

Hamilton City Hall
71 Main Street West, 8tÿ Floor
LSP 4Y5

Re: File No: ZAC - 14 - 028/UHOPA - 14 - 009

Notice of Complete Application and Preliminary Circulation to amend the Urban
Hamilton Official Plan and Dundas Zoning By-Law for the Lands Located at 7 Main

Street and 10 Baldwin Street, Dundas:

Dear Sir:

I, as a long resident of Dundas, would like to have my opinion regarding the
captioned file number be recorded for public record. Since my reception of this
zoning change application (and at very short notice), I have given a great deal of
thought to the matter. Therefore I would iike to propose my opposition in the

following points:

This zoning change, and the apartment building to follow, are both very
disgraceful to the integrity and esthetics that Dundas has become very wel!
known for. Not only will the appearance be demorahzing to the town, but also,
the construction process of the building will have a very negative impact to
the sur:counding residencies. Traffic and congestion of the alleyway adjacent
to the proposed building will be severely increased, which will effect the day-
to-day lives of every corn .muter - the alleyway is the only means of exit to a
main road. And, seeing as though it is highly unlikely for all of the machines
necessary to fit in the very (already) cramped alley, they will need to be
parked on the main road out front (Main Street) which wil[ further impede on
traffic, which at even the best of times of the day, is obstructed with
commuters. Furthermore, the sidewalks by this constÿtuction site are used
daily by pedestrians as a main access into the center of town, and are
frequented by young elementary students on their way to and from school.

,  As mentioned before, the integrity of the town is threatened by the design of
the proposed building. Dundas is a town of heritage and history, with many of
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the original historical buildings still standing. One of which stands diÿrectly
across from the construction zone, and will be in the apartment building's
shadow as it is only a mere 2 stories tall; the Dundas Town Hall: one of the
oldest standing municipal buildings in all of Ontario. For a building of such
crude, rough design to be erected beside the Town Hall with its beautiful,
historical architecture, would be an insult to the esthetics and heritage of the
town to which so many people from all over the province flock to admire.

Moreover, the construction zone currently stands as a well-used and well-
loved green space in the CBD of Dundas. Still known today by local residents
as "Witches Park", this little spot has a history to fit with the rest of the town,
unlike a brand-new building. On top of that, this green space is appropriately
a caÿ:bon-sink for the busy streets surrounding it. With 5 standing trees on the
lot, 3 of which happen to be Dark Walnut supposedly close to 100 years old,
Witches Park is a very effective space to help cleanse the air of pollutants, It is
also a habitat for multiple species of wildlife, including squirrels, rabbits,
bats, and a variety of bi:ÿds. Even red-tailed hawks have been sighted in the
high tops of the walnut trees. To remove such a precious space would
tÿremendously impact the surrounding habitat by potentially increasing the
pollution in the air surrounding the area, and limiting the space in which the

Wildlife can inhabit.

t, and many other supporters, look forward to the opportunity to publicly
express our disdain of this application and make good our intent to take evexy
reasonable measure to ensure it does not get approved,

-ÿL L.,I--I'ÿs'L" i-ÿ,

Sincerely,

Shannon Notan
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3OHN A VEDELL

2014 August 20
Re:File No', ZAQ-14-025/UHOPA:!4:
OO_9

Mr Grog MaoDonald,
City of Hamilton Planning and Economic Development Depatÿlent,
71 Main St W, 5ÿ Floor,
Hamilton, ON LgP 4Y5

Sh,:

As a resident of 75 Main Street in Dundas, I am writing to register my objeotion to tile erection
of a proposed 9 stot7 apalÿment building at 71 Main Street, Dundas,

There are many reasons for my objection. Zoning issues aside, here are a few:

Increased traffic
•  on the surrounding streets (Baldwin/Dundas!Main Streets)
•  wlthln the existing parking lot of 75 Main Street
•  the proposed driveway entrance at 10 Baldwln St, which is a designated cycllst

route

Inadequate parking
•  loss of visitors' & service vehicles' parking spaces for 75 Main Street

•  lack of sufficient parking spaces for the proposed building
additional pressure on already limited on-street parking

> The proposed building would reduce natura! light on the surrounding buildings and
residential properties

> The proposed building size, height and style does not fit within the aesthetics of the
surrounding buildings or the overall architectural styles of the town of Dundas

The proposed building plan does not allow enough of a buffer strip between adjacent

properties

The location of garbage storage and the impact of garbage removal for both sites (71 &
75 Main St) would prove difficult

Erection of the proposed building would lead to increased air pollution

703-75 MAIN STREET ® DUNDAS ON o L9H 2P9
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2 August 20, 2014

Erection of the proposed building would lead to increased noise pollution
(traffic!emergency generators)

Erection of the proposed building will create a wind tunnel effect, resulting in negattve
snow, ice, and wind impact on surrounding structures and the alleyway servicing
Baldwin and Dundas St propertles)

Thank you for your attention,

f-'-'7
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14 Baldwin Street
Dundas, Ontario L9H 1A6 R  CEIVED

AUG z 2 Z I4

August 21, 2014

Mr. Greg Macdonald
Planning and Economic Development Department
Development Planning, Heritage and Design -West Section

71 Main Street West - 5tÿ Floor

Hamilton, Ontario LSP 4Y5

Dear Mr, MacDonald;

File Noÿ ZAC-!4-O25/UHOPA-I4-0(19
Application to amend zoning by-law for 71 Main Street an.d.:t.O Baldwin Street, Dundas ontario

I have received your letter dated August 1, 2014 regarding the above proposed zoning change. I would

point out that the address shown in the header of your letter is incorrect and should be No. 71 and not

No. 7.

Since receipt of your letter I have subsequently learned that according to the town bylaw, Section 14 -

Medium to High Density Multiple Dwelling Zone (RM3) which the developer is applying for, the
maximum allowable height for an apartment building is 16.5 metres yet a height of 31.1m has been

proposed for the new development. This is almost double what the maximum should be and is totally
unacceptable,

Dundas is known for its historic heritage and attracts many tourists each year. Our historic Town Hall

would be facing the proposed apartment building, whtch will actually tower over the Town Hall and the

neighbouring apartment building at 75 Main Street, The proposed building, as presented, In no way fits

in with the immediate historic area, i,e. the Town Hall and Odd Fellows building which abuts the

proposed building.

The entrance and exit to the proposed building would be via a right of way lane which is currently used

by existing residents and tenants of 75 Main Street and all ensuing service trucks, etc. which need to use

the lane, tt is now being proposed that another 90 cars or so also use this same entrance and exit with

again an Increase in service trucks, - it ts sheer madness. This part of Main Street, Dundas known as a

htgh traffic area and has indeed the highest number of accidents in Dundas,

The proposed building will obstruct natural light to the residents of 75 Main Street and existing residents
in the area, As ! am located at No, 14 Baldwin I would certainly be affected. Loss of natural light is a

very serious matter and it is obvious that at this stage no consideration whatsoever has been given to

this Issue.
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Obviously a proposed oversize development of this magnitude would cause additional noise and

allution, ]:he proposed buffer zone between the car park and No. 12 Baldwin Street is totally

inadequate,

see no plans for visitor parking either at 71 Main Street or 75 Main Street. I do think that the
developers must answer our question on this as soon as possible. With no parking being provided for

either building, absolute chaos will ensue,

There are some very old established trees on the property- what will become of them?

How does the developer propose to even build such a property when there would no space for the

trucks, etc, that would be needed? Every inch of what has been a very pleasant green space is being

used to squeeze in as many apartments as possible with no thought of what benefit thts ls to Dundas or
the people of Dundas, The only person or persons to gain from this monstrosity Is the developer,

The request for re-zoning to RM3 for this property should be turned down.

Yours truly,

cindy Lewis
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Mr J. Lewis
12 Baldwin St.
Dundas
Ontario
L9H 1A6

9m August 2014, amended 19m August 2014

Mr. Greg Macdonald, City of Hamilton
Plamaing and Economic Development Depaltment
Planning Division - Development Planning, Heritage & Design - West Section
7I Main Street West, 5m Floor
Hamilton, Ontario
L8P 4Y5

RE:  File no: ZAC-14-025/UHOPA-14-009

Dear Mr. Macdonald,

Thank you for the letter dated tst August 2014 providing notice that a proposal has been
received by you for the construction of a 9 storey multiple dwelling on the property of 71
Main Street and 10 Baldwin St. in the Town of Dundas.

In the heading of the letter (on pages 1, 2 and 3) you state that the address for this High
Rise apartment building will be 7 Main St,, Dundas and not 71 Main St,, Dundas. When I
fn'st looked at this letter I assumed that I was reading about a proposal for 7 Main Street,
an area which is closer to downtown (King St.). I am assuming at this point that the
proposal is for 71 Main Street and not 7 Main Street; please provide confirmation to this,
This e!ÿor means that we have essentially not been notified of this proposal. A
notification of this type should have the con'ect address so that all reading the letter will
understand the proposal. We do not know if anyone reading the letter made the same
mistake I did and ignored the letter, A new letter should be drafted with the on'or fixed
and mailed to those involved, It is interesting to note that there are two letters circulating
dated 1 st August 2014. One letter, provide to the residents within 120 metres of the
propelty has address of 7 Main Street. The other letter, found on the City of Hamilton
web site has the address of 71 Main Street.

The letter states that we must get our responses to you by the 22"d August 20!4, This
allows me only 15 days to respond which is not enough time. Mmÿy people are on
vacation fight now, Many people take vacations tonger than 3 weeks (21 days) and so we
should not have a system which excludes them. We all work during the day and find it
hard to fit in time to prepare responses to planning in the evening and on weekends, Due
to the address error in the header on pages 1, 2 and 3 and the fact that we have only been
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given 15 days to respond I think that a new letler should be drafted with a deadline of 90
days for us to respond,

This proposal affects al! of the people in Dundas and not just those located within 120 m
of the property line. For small projects such as an addition to a house then i 20 m may be
sufficient notification. In this situation we are talking about a large scale project which
will not meet the zoning by-laws, This project will ruin the view of our Dundas Town
Hall by replacing the park/green space opposite it (which provides to enhance the
aesthetic beauty of the Dundas Town Hall). This is a proposal to place a building which
will dwarf the surrounding buildings, including the Dundas Town Hall. Therefore all of
the residents of Dundas should be made awm'e of the project and given the time to
comment on the proposal. Therelbre the amended letter described above should be sent to
all of the residents in Dundas so that they can provide their comments. Also, a sign
informing the residents of the Town of Dundas of this proposal should be placed on the
property. I understood that a sign was a requirement in these situations. This sort of
notification will help you with your report by providing local knowledge and feelings for
the proposal.

The drawing provided is not legible. Drawings should be checked before being sent for
public notification. I request drawings that are teglble be provided in public notices.

Due to the importance of this project I request that I be given enough time in the future to
prepare for all steps involved in this process. I take vacation t?om tkme to time in which I
leave the country, Therefore I request that I be given enough notil]cation so that I can
ensure I am available :tbr all events in this process, I will require 6 months notice of
meetings in which decisions wilt be made and 90 days to respond to anything in writing,
Please provide confirmation of this request.

I am not familiar with the planning process and therefore request that you send me all
procedural documents on this process including a summary of the process,

ha the second paragraph of your letter you state that the purpose of the application is to
permit a nmltiple dwelling with a maximum height of 9 storeys instead of a maximum
height of 6 - 8 storeys as currently permitted within the "Mixed Use - Medium Density"
designation of the Urban Hamilton Offici!l Plan. However, fulÿher on in the letter the
request is made to change the zoning for both propelÿies to RM3, RM3 is the Dundas By-
law in effect, The letter should be referencing the changes which would have to be made
to the existing By-law not the Urban Hamilton Official Plan, To that end, units used
should match those of the By-law in question such as metres and not storeys (which are

undefined),
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I am opposed to this proposal and would like to identify the reasons why,

Change of zoning for' tlte ttouse at 10 Baldwin St. ffom R3 to RM3
I object to the request to change 10 Baldwin Street from "Low Density Residential Zone
(R3)" to "Medium To High Density Multiple Dwelling Zone (RM3)". Baldwin Street is a
small residential street with some of the smallest historic buildings in Dundas on it. Our
neighbours have gone to great lengths over the years to maintain the historic nature and
character of the street. I live next to t0 Baldwin Street and purchased my house, 12
Baldwin Street with the knowledge that a house was located next door and not a High
Rise apartment building. Had an apartment building been next door I would not have
purchased the property. I have invested many years and a lot of money into my house and
do not want ova' streets character ruined by High Density zoning changes.

Cltange of Zoning of 71 Main Street, Dundas fi'om CAC to RM3
i object to the request to change 71 Main Street from "Central Area Commercial Zone
(C,A.C,)" to "Medium To High Density Multiple Dwelling Zone (RM3)". This request
does not conform to the nature of Main SWeet, There are already too many residential
units on Main Street. It is importmlt to mix residential with commercial so that we have a
balanced neighbor-hood, The Dundas Town Hall is one of the few old buildings left, We
must preserve this sotÿ of building by keeping it's surrounding in keeping with its
character. An apartment building does not complement the Dundas Town Hall but
detracts from its beauty,

It is important to note that the proposa! does not meet the limitations of'the by-law
Medium To High Density Multiple Dwelling Zone (RM3). Some of the areas which do
not meet the By-law at'e:

o  14,2,1,1 The area is not large enough.
o  14,2,2 The proposal does not meet the yard requirements, The buffer zone

is not tal'ge enough or non-existant.
,  14.2,4 The By-law allows about 12 units and the proposal wants 73 Units,
.  14,2,3 Height The proposal does not use the same language as the By-law.

The height requirement is 16,5 metres. The use of the word storey should
not be used, It is assumed that 9 storeys would be greater than 16,5 metres.
Or are they proposal 6 foot high rooms?

The Building of a 6 - 8 Storey Apartment Building at 71 Main St., Dundas
I object to the building of an Apartment Building at 71 Main St. for the following
reasons;

I. I will lose sun.light on my property. My family not only enjoy sunlight but also
require it for the creation of vitamin D and energy. The plants on our property
require the sunlight to grow. I have been watching the movement &the sun for
many years and know that a building of this size would block the sun, especially
in the winter when the sun is lower in the horizon, We spend a lot of time outside,
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all year round and require the sunlight. The Environmental Protection Act protectÿ
our enjoyment of the Environment. This proposal would destroy all of that. The
sun would also blocked when it shines on the Dundas Town Hall. This is a very
serious issue for all since the Dundas Town Hall is "One of only five municipal
buildings remaining in the province with heritage designation to be constructed
before 1850, Most municipal buildings of that era were torn down and replaced
because the towns outgrew them and larger facilities were needed" (Hamilton
Spectator 19Feb08), To east a shadow on the Dundas Town Hall would ruin it as
as part of our cultural heritage,

2, We don't want our Town Hall park tin'ned into an apaltment building. The
park/green space in front the Dundas Town Hall provides beauty and character to
the neighbourhood. This property has been used as a park for decades (I believe at
least 40 years) by locals, I have used it as a park for my ct-dldren to play in for
about 20 years. I have witnessed the residents of the Centurlan bulding and other
locals using it as a park for 20 yeaa's. The park was originally made as part of the
deal when the Centurian building was constructed. Because of that fact alone the
park should be left as is.

3ÿ

4ÿ

5ÿ

There are large trees on this property which provide beauty to the area which
should be preserved,

We enjoy the view of Dundas Town Hall from our property. A building of this
nature would block our view of the Dundas Town Hall,

The Town of Dundas can't handle the increase in traffic, The residents ofthis unit
will block the roads. In order to exit our property, like all of the residents on
Ba!dwiÿl St, ÿad Governors Road, we drive down the fight of way behind our
propel"cy and merge with the traffic on Main St. between Governors Road and
York St, in fi'ont of the Dundas Town Hail. This part of Main St, is fi'equently
very busy and it has become harder and harder in the fast few years to merge with
Main St, Many times we find that Main Street is at a complete stop and the
drivers are not willing to let us on to Main St. because they themselves are
frustrated, There has been a large amount of development within Dundas over the
last few years which has led to the intersection of Governors Road and Main St,
beeonaing quite dangerous. We have seen a large number of accidents on this
corner which has led to changes being made to the light to stop people turning
fight on a red light there, We have a large amount of physically and mentally
handicapped people trying to cross at this intersection, Many times they will go
off course and cross at a 45 degree angle and end up in the middle of the
intersection. [ have helped them cross many times over the years, An auditory
system has been installed at these lights in order to help those crossing that need
it. There are currently 60 cars (26 for the houses, 24 for the Centm'ian building
and 10 for the Centurian visitor parking) that use the right of way to merge with
Main St. This number has the potential to increase depending upon the number of
vehicles owned the houses, This project proposes to add 60 cars to that number,
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We already find it hard to merge with Main St.; an additional 60 cars would only
deteriorate this situation.

, The air pollution would increase, We are already experiencing a high amount of
episodes in which we exceed the various published Governmental criteria (.please
see the various reports found at the Ministt7 of the Envh'onment, Clean Air
Hamilton and the Hamillon Air Monitoring Network. Increasing the amount of
cars and the amount of idling cars (those stopped on Main St, Governors Road
and York St,) will only increase the amount of air pollution. This proposal places
cars within 4,6 ft of my propelS. I have spent many years modelling air emission
and know that this short distance will mean pollutant concentrations far greater
than the various Governmental and Scientific criteria currently in use, Other
sources of air pollution for this proposal will be the emergency generator, boiler,
and the above or underground parking (which will have to exhaust ttu'ough vents),
This parcel of land in which we llve is sun'ounded on all sides by Main St.,
Governors Road, Baldwin Street and West Street. An ambient air study needs to
be completed to show the base-line an-lbient air pollution levels and then the
predicted increase in air pollution levels proposed added to those values to show
the impact on this neighbor-hood. Models to be used would be MOVES,
MOBILE, ASHRAE (self contamination model) mad AERMOD PRIME, In fact
monitoring and modelling or'this area should be completed in order for the City of
Hamilton to properly manage this air-shed.

1 There will be an increase in noise due to the traffic, generators, exhausts and fans,
We already experience a great amount of noise pollution in this area. I have
measured exceedances of the noise by-law many times over the years using Type
1 Integrating Sound Level Meters, Putting traffic within 4, 6 ft of my garden will
increase the noise we cm'rently experience, I have spent many years modeling
noise and know that close proximity of cars to my house and garden will mean a
substantial increase in noise that we experience. The level of noise proposed will
ruin our enjoyment of our garden as well as cause loss of sleep due to vehicles
behag operated in close proximity to our house at night. There will be an increase
in noise due to the emergency generator which will need to be operated
periodically for testing and maintenance, Exhausts servicing underground garages
wilt add to the noise we experience, A multi storey apartment building will also
mean noise emissions fi'om the apartments which wi!l be below, above and at the
height of the noise sensitive receptors on our property, A study should be
completed to show the baseline noise level as well as the level of noise increase

proposed by this project.

8ÿ There will be an increase in water runoff. We are already experiencing standing
water in our garden and in the right of way between the houses (the alley way),
The park is currently being used as a recharge area which means water is able to
enter the ground. When we cover the ground with concrete and buildings, the rain
and snow that falls is not able to enter the ground and instead runs across the
ground until it is able to either enter the ground via green spaces or enter a water
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course like a river, lake or marsh. It should be kept in mind that with the loss of
sunlight proposed the ice problems we experience in the alley way behind ore'
houses will get much worse. A benefit to providing natura! areas for water to
enter the grotmd is that the water is cleaned of pollutants such as pm'ticulates and
various organic pollutants common with parking lots, oars and other activities
associated with human populations. Dundas is a valley with an escm'pment on 3
sides and a marsh (Cootes pm'adise, which is a sensitive and protected area on the
4'h side), By covering the ground and reducing the ability for water cleaning via
groundwater recharge we are increasing the pollutants going to the marsh, Cities,
towns and such should have a ratio of open land to covered land, There is very
little open land left in the Dundas Downtown core. A study should be conducted
to see how we are impaetlng the marsh by our increase in development,

9ÿ There will be a depreciation of our property value. If our neighbor becomes a
parking lot and we are overshadowed by a multi-story building the drop in
propel"ty value we will experience will be significant. If this proposal comes to
fruition we should be compensated for such losses as well as adjustments to our
propenty taxes.

10. The proposed building will create a wind tunnel affect. This will cause problems
including increased wind, wind noise, snow drift, ice fall damage and cladding
damage. We currently experience strong winds in alley way between the houses.
This is partially due to the prevailing winds, katabatic drainage because of the
valley and the Centurion apal"tment building. Of immediate concern is the fact that
these strong winds could send ice, snow and building cladding onto our
neighbourhood. Our children play in our back yards all year round and will be
subject to this falling debris. Also in danger are the people, property, vehicles and
pets. Snow drift studies uskng physiea! or fluid dynamic modelling should be
conducted to provide an insight [n to the impact tlais proposal will have on this
neighbourhood. Wind tunnel studies should be conducted to show the impact this
proposal will have on the neighbourhood,

11. This proposal does not state the height of the proposed building, The by-law being
requested (RlVI3) uses units of metres for heights and distances. This proposal
should use the same language as that by-law so that we may understand the
impact of this proposal.

12. The drawing provided with the proposal shows cars travelling into our right of
way and then malting a 180 degree turn to enter a ramp. This is not possible in the

space provided.

13. There is no space between this proposed building and the building on the corner
of Baldwin St. and Main St. (the Independent Order of Odd Fellows building). It
is important to provide space between buildings so that maintenance can occur as
well as access in case of fire.
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14.
•  '    tThe amount of construction proposed will be slgmf!can and with it will bring a

significant amount of vibration. These surrounding buildings are very old. The
Odd Fellows building is also quite tall, There is a potential for damage to the
buildings due to construction vibration,

15. The consmaction proposed would block access for our vehicles to merge with

Main St.

16.

18,

2l,

20,

17,

Can the Sanitat3, and Storm drains handle tttis impact? We have experienced
flooding in our basements, especially when the water level at the creek at York
and King St. East increases.

One cam:tot see the proposed 60 parking spaces on the drawing provided. Better
detail is required for us to comment.

Due to the history of this area, soil and groundwater samples should be taken to
ensure that the zoning change meets O. Reg. 153.

19, This area is UD-5 in the Urban Official Plan, Page 4 of 6, vet 3 - B,2 states:

a. The existing low-rise residential built form and scale of these areas shall

be maintained;
b. Proposals for residential infi[1 shall reflect the house fbrm of adjacent

properties.

Tttis area is in a flood plain which should be reviewed includiÿ:tg and Hamilton
Conservation Authority issues,

It would not be possible to construct the building without blocking access to the
alley between the houses. This would of course hinder our movement.

The letter has been drafted with too little time allowed by the City of Hamilton, Further
research is needed for this sort of letter,
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Valley City Lodge t 1
63 Mafn Stree

Dundas, Ontark

"['he ]In, depends--Jar Ord,e1"
O£ Odd Fellÿ,ÿ,ÿ's

August 19a, 201,4

Greg Macdonald
City o.f Hamilton
Planning and Economic Development Department
Platming Division-Development Plmming, Heritage & Design- West Section
71 Main Street West, 5th Floor
Hamilton, Ontm'io
LSP 4Y5

FILE NO: ZAC.14-025/UHOPA-14-009

Dem Mn Macdonald,

Pm'suant to the notice regarding the above file number dated August 1, 2014, I am
writing on behalf of the [OOF Valley City Lodge 117, who m'e the owners of the properb
adjoin both parcels referenced in your note.

We have some questions that we would want answered and we also have some comments

to make lmown for the record.

Firstly our questions.

When will a public meeting on the matter be held'?
Will we be able to view a copy of the staff report?
Will there be any opportunity to have hnput before the report is prepared?

Our comments;

We have several issues that we want to bring to your attention. Firstly, the plans indicate
that the proposed building is built rigt{t up to the propelÿy line of our building, which
raises concerns over potential serious damage to a century plus building during
construction, and potential interruption to our use and enjoyment of our property. In
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Valley City Lodge 117
63 Main Street

Dundas, Ontario

of" Odd Felloÿ.ÿ

addition we wonder what the plans are for #10 Baldwin, it seems pretty obvious that the
house would be demolished to provide alternate access to the project and this would be
unsafe. Our building hosts many young children nightly at the dance studio on the main
level, and increase in traffic of this magnitude would be dangerous to them

The proposed building design is not in keeping with the other historic buildings in the
m'ea, nor the single family residential homes along Baldwin Street, and York Road, In
fact the oldest building in Dundas is just across the street, and out" building dates back to
the 1800's.

The proposed building will no doubt eause an increase in traffic to what is already a
busy road and excessive what is already a colff'using intersection. The lack of adequate
parking spaces raises a concern over potential abuse of our limited parking at the rear of
our building, which impairs the use for tenants and ran'selves. We do not see any
adequate provisions for proper substantial fencing and proper identification of parking
areas. The roads around the corner on Baldwin Street are already naltrow with vehicles
pat'ked without adding more fi'om this project. In short the density seems fat' too much
for the small parcel of land in such an historic setting.

These are only preliminary concerns that we want hear'd, there -,will be specifics when we
know the meeting dates and times. We are not opposed to appropriate development in
Dundas, but we want to protect the uniqueness and integrity of our property and the feel
of the town. To mnend the Urban Plan for this development seems wrong, and not in
keeping with the character of the neighborhood,

Please confitTn receipt of this letter. And we look forward to hearing further.
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Valley City Lodge 117
63 Main Street

Dundas, Ontario

Yours truly,
Independent Order of Oddfellows
Valley City Lodge 117

Peter Downey
Noble Grans

Keith O'Brien
Bob Simpson
Martin Wissenz
Trustees
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Sent: Augusb25-14 9:30 AM
To: Macdonald, Greg
Subject; Proposed Dundas development

Mr. Macdonald,

Re; File#ZAC- 14-025/UHOPA- 14-009

As an independent specialty retailer located in downtown Dundas, I must none the tess express my objection to
the proposed construction of a nine storey apartment building near the corner of Oovernors road and Main

street, and directly facing the Dtmdas Town Hall.

As a merchant of long standing in the community, the prospect of additional residential development here is
something which I am sure municipal politicians might fee! would be of great benefit. Indeed, I would be
remiss if I were to disagree. However, there is a very important variable at play here, and that is the charm and

ambience of Dundas proper.

Some years ago, plans were developed for the building of four high rise towers on an industrial site in Dundas
Of tart street). That particular piece of property needed much remedial work, and once the development was
under way the appearance of the buildings added to the look, the commerce, and the 'dynamic'of the Downtown
core, The space available accommodated the development well, and in turn added to the cormnercial district

very nicely,

With respect to the proposed development across from Dundas Town Hall, the same camlot be said, I am wel!
aware of how much can be incorporated into a vacant lot, mÿd I am sure much could be done with the space.
However, one only has to look at the poor planning which was employed back when the apartment buildings on
each side of King street East at York hÿt DuMas were approved many years ago, and which continue to plague
this area today. As one drives West on King street into Dundas, a veritable dark canyon exists, a canyon wNch
does precious little in creating a welcoming introduction into our town. In addition, a traffic bottie nezk was
created, including a dangerous lane alignment and traffic hazard which I have experieileed first hand.

This community and its' downtown, including its BIA, has worked very hard to foster an envirotmaent which
visitors nowadays cra'v'e. I hear this fi'om visitors and clients alike each and every week as our town welcomes
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an increasingly wider audience fi'om areas such as Mississauga, Milton, Oakville, Bm.llngton etc. This proposed
development is another thin edge of a much bigger wedge which invmÿiably leads to more high rise
development and greater planning errors. The Main street propelq:y in question will not add to the charm of
Dundas. I'm sure it would look 'pretty'. It will however help erode the appearance of an artistic community
whose oÿly crime is in trying to preserve what vet3ÿ few communities can any longer lay claim to...'Liveability',
free of rampant subm'banization. Dtmdas's architecture is one of its great assets. Another nine storey apalÿnaent
building located as it would be at another entrance point into our town, irrespective of its' creativity, will be a
mistake. Conversely, a faÿrdly friendly green space which visitors and residents alike would use would enhance
the enta'y into our towa much more satisfactorily than any residential development will.That application, may
not be in either the City of Hamilton's, the developer, or the property owner's best interest, but it would better
serve what this community continues to strives for.

Sincerely, Gord Ctÿikshank
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Greg Macdonald
Planning and Economic Development Department
Planning Division ° Development Plamllng, Heriiage & Desigal - West Secdon
Hamilton City Hall
71 Mahl Street West, 5ÿ Floor
Hamilton, Ontario
LSP 4Y5

August 21, 2014

Re: File No: ZAC44-025/UHOPA-l¢-009

Notice of Complete Application mid Preliminary Circulation to mnend the Urb,'m ILamilton Official Plml aad

Dundas Zoning By-law for dm Lands Located at 7 Main Street mid 10 Bddvdn Street, Dtmdas:

Dear Sir:

Please Fred attached a current-state copy of dm ongoing petition as signed by various Dundas residents in
opposition to the zoning changes referenced hi the captioned iiie mlmber,  Over 300 sigamtm'es have been
collected to date,  As additional material increases to flmse numbers accumulate, additional copies of said
sigmatures will be tbrwarded to your office,

Respectfully yore'8,
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth
or" Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green
space opposite Dundas Towu Hall turned into high rise apaament buildings. We do not wÿml
houses ttÿed into parking lots or driveways, Therefore we requesl that you deny the proposal

for zoning changes at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St,, Dtmdÿs.

i

Signature/ÿqD
(8ilÿn your owtÿ tÿame, Dtmÿ p dnl).

Addresses
(QiveLLour Iÿdl home address or ygu)' oity luÿd plÿ3vinceiI

1[ÿ_c.1\,,'c+c.6 ,k/  /)uc]'v::/ÿ::ÿ,>.

\

,ÿSAÿ Iq 0e.c 6 ,,(

.%- @
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for
zoning changes at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

qkÿ-(ÿ,_, ÿc&to Is I
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

Wo, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do nol want the green .ÿpace

opposite Dundils To',vn Hall ttlrned into high rise apartment buildings. We do 11ot want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for

zoning changes at 7t Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas,

Signature
....  (sign your own nmne, Do nol pxtnO,

<--" :f/  ....  ",.v,..',......  )F'/' ,

Addresses
(G!ve ymu. lhlt komo address or )_,our city and province.)

t'.,t;.,A,,,..  , ,,,<,. Clcÿ.2ÿ ÿ.,,,-ÿ..r;ÿ, ÿ. ÿjCT<.,-t,rt>OÿJ

)  ....  /5),

L}cUkÿ--ÿvc-&ÿ___2

iTlÿtlc, t.ÿ;l..t..e.f::  %,ÿ,-.zÿ:- .P,.., <'< ..f ¢. ¢ ¢,-<,IOL<YO,/, ÿ,,J

l

,,/.,/L,,I'-   .>>
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apatlment buildings. We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for

zoning changes at 7t Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name and Signature Addresses

iu> .

f cÿe'ÿeÿ,ÿO ÿ,
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Petition To The City of Hamiltolx

'ÿ ','. !he undersigned, residents of the Towrÿ of l)undas and .ÿ/rroundh';8 areas. \vant the growth o1:

I)tlndas It') relleci the historic chill'tcler tllld illt(lll'e O['Otll' tO\ÿ,'ll. \ÿ/e Lit) ilol 'Wal'ÿI the green space

Oplm,Sile Dundas Towil fM! ltlelled irilo high I'i,se lllÿtil'llllÿlll buildings, We do iÿol wanl ht)u,ses
:;,t'iler.l ink) plrkirt,I toI.'-i or drivewilys, ThertIfbrc wo rt;quost lhll yt)tl deny lhe proposll t'or

ZOlliilg ellailLÿeS at 71 Main Street Illd !0 Baldwin S!,, [)tlldts,

Name rind ÿil.ltaluro      .        ]            Addresses

,. 'c.     "ÿ.t', t.,A.)M'<1, i  ....  ÿ r.>f:.. (V-.I,:  t.. i,] it! 4..

I s',.,i;7 ,;.-.  -.,

d
,'ÿ  -,ÿ    / s,)d.-Z .:1 -/   ,ÿ.:?.:z.I     r.._                          , ,  ......  ,-ÿ;,.'7 -I ','

..........................  ..............................................
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, tile undersigaaed, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, wahl the growth o1"

Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not want houses

turned into parking lots or driveways. Thereibre we request that you deny dte proposa[ for

zoning changes at 71 Main Street and t0 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name and Signatm Addresses

)/.,
/

ux "l'A--rÿ'--f s

d"a ¢.I-,ÿ,4 dÿ- t-tÿ.,.Lÿ...
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undeÿsiNned, residents of the Town of Dundas and sun-ounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to rellect the historic character and nature of our towÿn, We do not want tile green space

opposite Dundas Town Flail turned into high rise aparlment buildings. We do not want houses

turned into parking lots or driveways, Therefore we request that you deny Ihe proposa! for

zoning changes at 71 Main Streel mid t 0 Baldwin St., Dundas,

Name and Signal.ure Addresses

/-/jj.,, &o.,..<"
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Petition To Tile City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and sun'ounding areas, want tile growth at:

Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do nol. want the green space

opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not wahl houses

turned into pm'khÿg lots or driveways. Therelbre we request thai you deny the proposal for

zoning changes at 71 Main Streel and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name and Signature

,ÿrÿ- i

Addresses

/

LCH oSl
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, tile undersigned, residents of the Town or" Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of

Dundas to refleot the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the grecn space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned,into high rise apartment buildings. We do not wmat houses
turned into parkiiig lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal {ÿor

zoning changes at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name alad Signature                         Addresses

'    Cÿ)):"    '      ÿ,   ,,

./       t_     ÿ<.:ÿ

_.-_-LL...tÿÿ

0 I.,     @,( g__.
" cO,ÿ..A__C,
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of'our town, We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings, We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for
zoning changes at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas,

Signature
(Sign. your own name. Do not print),

Addresses
(Give your full home address or ÿ and province,)

I

!

4Jcÿ Lo

/'      ./
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Petition To Tile City of Hamilton

We. IIÿc undersigned, residents ol'thc Town of' Dundas ÿlad siu'rounding areas. \vanl Ille ÿl'o\vllÿ of

Dundas la rul]ct:t the hi.<itoric character and nat!.lrc of O1.11' (O\k'|l, Vÿ/ÿ do llOI. Wl.lllt the: lÿrccn Sl'llictÿ

oppo.'dl,ÿ i.,kndas 'Iknvn Ikdl turned inlo hig, h risu aptlruncnl buildings, Wc do nol W,ÿIlll Iloustl.s
lurned inlo parking lois or driveways, G"herÿlbrc ,,re request lhal you deny !l,,e iÿroposal lbr

zoning changes 1.tt 7! Main Slrttet al'td 10 Baldwin SI,, Dundm

,Signature
(Skn s.our oÿtn name, IM nol £rint),

Addresses
(/.'tiÿ u ÿlur Ihll llollie utklrtÿ,',s iÿr ).our ell> iml ÿrL!)iilc.ÿ,ol_

..1," t/;.,      i'>...';bl ,.ÿ..ÿ  ......
'       I'ÿ "   Iÿ..

!.;<y'" ÿ."\i': ". "')    ' '"

I
.;. ,i   . ,

\._'
. ."., ,,-.ÿ'ÿ

• ++  ...............

i.
l 4/

(l ''ÿ
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Pe/iiioil To Tile City of I{-lamiltoll

We, the under.,;ifcnCtt, l'esidcnt,ÿ ill" the "I'o\ÿ n of Dundfis lind Siil'roundlng (ll'OliS, ,,Vlilll the gi'fJwth of

I)tlll(hls lo'i'c!'lcct lhc hl,slorlc t;hltl>aClt% tllld Illlltll't} orol.tr lO\Vll, ÿ,!,+'tl do IlO! \Vlllll Ihc ÿl'c'.on Sl'ÿiÿ.'c

iÿl)p*ÿsiic l)uildtls "1"()',ÿ n l.tllll till'ned inio high risc ii!llll'llllÿ.nt buildhlL4s, Wc do nÿt Walll Jlouscs
Itil'nctl iiilo i)al'lÿ.iilfÿ lois or drivcwÿiys, '!'llei'olbi'c we rcqueÿl Ihal you dolly the propc)sÿtl ibr

zoniilg chliilge,s ÿll 71 i%'lairl Sli'eel and 10 l}ald\vin St,, {)tlrldas.

Sigllÿltui'c
isis!!. ,,i.ÿlir o\\11 ntllilC, i)o illli prilil),

Atldres,,ius
I ( iivc ÿo.tii' li.lll t1ÿ il!ltÿ lictttl'e,',,t, ÿi'j  .... ÿ!lll" trill, ;,llllt Iÿi'w< iii,.'t'. I

/          ,<1 t.s

.:At, ÿ. I),,,"

,
I ,

,<\ t:,,3"ÿ.\c.Lÿ,.+'? (..ÿ:tÿ,!L. \

I

I ÿi"{..,, " ÿ:    f  l-\,,;cÿ

(..,-it;

C_,ÿ\)
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Pelition To The City of lJÿlmilton

We. the under.ÿigne.d, rÿsidents of the Town o1' Dund[is and surroundinlg ÿlretis. w,anl the growth o1'

I,)undtls It; reltec't Ihc hislork: cllarlicter lind !101|11'0 Lt('OLlr IOWri. \I,"12 do not \vÿml IIÿc' gl'een space

opposite Dundas 'lbwn Hall lul'ncd into Iÿigh rise ttpÿu'tmcnl buildlngs, We dll liter \s, lml llousÿ;s
turned i!ÿ1o pÿlrkiiÿg lots or driveways. Therelbre we request that you deny the proposal Ibm"
zoning changes at 71 Main Slreet and l!J Baldwilÿ St,. Dundas,

° "  t_
7

ttt ',.' ' ,,' ?t {:"    1

., i'->       ,  <-?.--<"<:"       .ÿ/

<            / .) ")  ,

, ,qi,.ÿ . I.,., t....,,,-, ;'

..J

t2 ;,-/
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Petition To The City o1' Hamilton

We, the under,siglled, rcsidcnls of Ihe Town o1' Dundns and surrounding arctÿs, wtmt tile growlh o1"

Dund:ts to tel]eel the historic chtu'ÿlcleÿ' and lltlttll'e ()[OLII' [O\VI], ÿVk} do I101 \V[III¿ the green .space

opposile Dutldtÿs Town I-iÿlll turned into high rise apÿwtmen[ buildings. \Ve do iÿot want hou,ÿes
turtÿed into pÿrking lots oÿ' drivewa),s, Therelbre we reqÿlest that you deny the i)R)posal fbr
zoning challge,s at 71 Main Sÿreet and 10 Btfldwin St,. Dundas,

Signalurc
(.s.'istÿ)'mlr own tumÿ,ÿ. Ihÿ iÿo! .whÿll,

A dd re.sÿe.ÿ
(Give,our I'ull home addre,ss ur ÿ ÿur oily and prÿn,hw¢,

,2

t

....  j)-Lÿ'W,r'ÿ %" .ÿ.2ÿ:.''!< ÿ;" "
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'  IllPetition To The City of Hamdto

We> the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and sun'ounding areas, want the growth of

Dundaÿ to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways, Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for
zoning ehanges at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St,, Dundas.

Name and Signalure Addresses

,"b

€
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, tile undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
undÿ to reflect the historic eharaeter and nature of our town. We do not want the green space

opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not want houses
ttu'ned into parking tots or driveways, Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for

zoning changes at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name and Signature                          Addresses

'' --       ¢

r          ! I,J

sq 4¢

o? ÿÿ.ÿ .ÿÿ,
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Petition To The City of Hamilton
\

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding area.s, want the growth of

Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space

opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings, We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways, Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for
zoning changes at 71 Main Street and l 0 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Signature
__.__.ÿour own name. Do not print_t=_.

Addresses
(Give your fill home address or your city and province,)

l,             it'

f

I                    ((
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

gÿ,,/.<,,., _S+

............  ÿ4ÿ-,_ <ÿ/ÿ.o- ,6L<.<..ÿ.._.ÿ. :,...

i:'ÿ,; <>    " i": _  .....  ÿ'.     ..ÿ
.....  lw,ÿ'ÿ< _)   (,J . ÿ..!ÿ<,ÿJ,.I..'.',.
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways, Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for

zoning changes at 71 Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Signature
..ÿsÿn your own name, Do not print).

l     t

Addresses
(Give your full home address orÿ

©
,.                     t!

7
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Petition To Tile City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, re, sidentg o1" the Town o 1' Dundas and stn.munding aretis, \v;int the growfla of

l)undns to rellecl ihe historic character iuld nature ot'our Iown. Wc tlo nol wliill the grccn space
t)pposile Dundas Town Hall turned intÿ high vise al>artineilI btlildings. We dÿ nol wanl house.';
turned inlÿ pnrkinLÿ lois or driveways. 'l'heretbre we rcqucsl lhÿll you deny the lÿrÿpo,s,'fl lbr

zoning changes tÿl 71 N'lÿlin Street and 10 Baldwin St., DuMÿls.

Signalure                               Addresses
....  Cÿi:,¢£your own     I)o nLÿ!p!-_il2t)ÿ  .........  (ÿiive y_ÿjij, Iÿ!.!)ht2!!Lc 12dÿgl'SsL.gr yÿ.!.lLI;c_i_t) uud ÿrovincc. )

,.,...,,-, t ..ÿ-'ÿ -4 ,-ÿ ÿ ÿ • ÿ..ÿ--ÿ..ÿv. - .ÿ.-I-ÿ %ÿ,ÿ

:?  ....  ("
.<:.2.- .%.. (<.:,,..'ÿ- --, 77 L!ÿ-

172
/
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of

Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space
opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings, We do not want houses
mined into parking lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for

zoning changes at 71 Main So'eet and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name and Signature, Addresses

"Z,,7 kÿ5 ÿ'oÿ ÿ-

M4S  ............
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

We, the undersigned, residents of the Town of Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of
Dundas to reflect the historic character and nature of our town. We do not want the green space

opposite Dundas Town Hall turned into high rise apartment buildings. We do not want houses
turned into parking lots or driveways. Therefore we request that you deny the proposal for
zoning changes at 7 l Main Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Name and Signature Addresses

O1-i.'rVu.,.od) ÿlÿ_ÿn ,.   _ .,...

2 ÿ-ÿ.,Jÿ, ÿ, C ,ÿ ÿ-.

.;_. ;p ÿl Pÿr L d- ÿd.

t       :  I            ÿ   I

S _
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Petition To The City of Hamilto!ÿ

We, die undersigned, residen(s ÿ:)l'lhe Town ot' Dundas and surroumlinÿ areas, \ÿ.aÿu the growlh of

i)undas to rel]ee! the historic character and rlatllr¢ orour [o\vn. We (JQ.ilo[ \',,anl lhc g1'¢01"ÿ sl)ace

upposile Dundas Town Hall lurncd imo high rise apartment buildings, We de not \vanl houses
turned inlo parkiÿlg loÿs or driveways. Therelbr¢ we requcsi that you deny lhc proposal I'or

zottinLÿ clÿanges at 71 N, hlin Slreet and 10 Baldwin SI., Dundas.

z
,",4 " y.;,.,,)--'r

iJ

"  ! '-/';i:' ,..'i
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PctiIioJa To The City of Hamilton

\Vc, the undersigned, residenls ol:'the Town o1: Dun,:has arid surrounding areas, want thc growth o1"

Oundls to rol]ccl the hislÿric characltÿr lnd n(lttire ol'otll' IOWll, Wtÿ d(ÿ !10!. Wa!l[ the gl'cen spaqc

,ÿnpÿmite Dun(las 'l'o\vn Hall turned inlo high rise lparlmerit buildings, We do imt wtlrlt I'iousc'ÿ

furled into pal'kint lots or drivewab,s. "J"l,ÿerctbrc wc request lhal ),ou deny IIÿe proposal Ibr

znrling chmlges ÿt 71 Main SU'eel and 10 l':hlldwin St,, Dundm

Nmnc and SifT, nattÿre Addresses

--f-.  ....  ÿ/ t;,n L'ÿ i:,  S 7-

<

.'         .-.l   .i
7,;' I .'..;!<,, <5 s,'" ,,  [ 2 ÿ.-.+. I '

Fjÿ'

/,p,..t          ,..;,,,  ....  t  ':') '

..-?+"Sÿ         , 'ÿ/                                              .   ,'   / I   I    ,,      ÿ-.

,, , ,    /_  ....  .ÿ..                          if <ÿ: I il  f t..ÿ.<.. ,<.>Iv c:'," 7
...................  ;  ................  frTl.ÿ...1-:  .............................................................................
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Petition To The City of Hamilion

We, the undcrs gned, residents €-q" the Town of Dttndas mtd surrounding areas, w'ml the growth o[

Dundÿis to rcl]ect the historic cimracter nnd nnture ol'our towri. We do iaol want the green space
opposite l-)unda+s Town I-MI ftn'itcd hllo high l'ise apiirtiÿonI btiildiilgs. Vqo do ru)i wIÿllll housos

ltlrned ililO i)m'king lo(s or driveways. Thorolbro we i'eq{lesI li'illl yoti dolly Ihe prt)l)OSa! I'of

zot!irig challges at 71 Main Sitrcel arid l0 Bflldv,,'hl S1,. Dtlnd,'.lS.

,.<gigii[lture
]'Lt)511" tl'Wfl Iltlll'llV+ [)t) I!lll j}rilll 1,

d,¢

• :- ,'1                                f        i

Addresses
(Give)'ÿ'/t !'._)ill )T:ÿ.!.lL.{l_t d__[e,ss___2rb3_o3ir, tit,v i!)!.(_l_l?l_'"ÿ.v-!nc-P-ÿ:-/--

,'                #         •
"                   /  ,      D    ;-

;,"   '          -1-7 ZL.<.,/. ,ÿS.;ÿ< (_,.*                                                             .,
i   /    .-.)Z..[,-:;      " "

"" !                   •                                          "> .'5    :"    "t ,1  .    ;,_       -<          "" " ÿ   '  .....

,..  i'i c_f,,,  i l"ÿ.U i ,,.-i,:,  ....  _.  .......  _:  ....  -.

).%1' -                ,•                                                   ., +,                                , .,

.;ÿ, ,.'                                                .                                 /   ,

, +,j

5,+'=-'<  .....  '"---:C.ÿ(  ÿ*-,-d-d,.-ÿ,'ÿ3"                      "'Jd_,'ÿ  ""<-*.<;<:ÿ':c>ÿto.ÿ-,-ÿ::X=<:-;ÿ-I'z-'ÿl,-4ÿ-I'ÿ-
Jl

,.t;ÿ:ÿ:'--, L ,  .....  -  .......  .<4  \),:;,.4.:,,.>

"]'h!'fv "ÿ ';     ,t n 11'

),                                                                    i               "      ,

- f            "           .

?ÿ"7' //"        "C-'-->

-<-.)    ,                     '  "  ....  ÿ  <I<,_L,ÿ [s/tJ  7.9' !i +t,:"/
,/ z_:l,'r,',>-,+                        IJ:t __.U,_¢r{ L<!. ÿ.,:, iiÿ ,.  ..ÿ: c.( ,,ÿ     .

f /<,• ,,;
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Pedtion To 'l'he City of Hamilton

We. the mÿderÿJgned, residents o1" the Town of Dundas and surrounding m'eas, want the growth ot'

Dundas to-ÿ'flect lhe hisloric character and IIaLLII'e ol'our lOWll, ÿ/C do 11OI WÿilI( lhe 81'OOll Space

opposite l.)undas Town Hall fumed into high rise ÿlpartmcnt btiildinss, We do nol wmu houses

lurned inlo parking lois or drivewaw. Thcrel'ore we request tlÿal you deny Ihÿ" proposal for

zoning d'ÿanges at 7 t Main Sÿ.reet and 1 0 Baldwin St., Dundas.

Sigmmwc
!ÿ ÿ:ÿltH' own nmÿle, I)o nol rÿrlnl).

....  ,ÿ , ,<

Addrcssrs
(Cih,ÿ your full hmne ÿtddrÿm; or yÿÿl]d[ÿ!ioÿ'iJl&'ÿ,)._.

. "bh           1         j)

(      ,,I

:        /

." ,'. ,  ')) :'," .

;1)':t  ,oÿ,  < I.

1-7'-.-t

l<S' 7 (uÿ, ÿ/o< ,ÿ t1,< ÿ, o<,,, ÿ'(

!it, t'ÿ..ÿ.:,(
. ,).

i.lc,t7 ,".kLi,, t,sÿY  ......,

' ----I  ....  -Wÿ  .....................  7  .............................................................................................................................
. )J    ,  .I ÿ I ,  .  ....  ÿ   ..,   ÿ..     ,   "X     -         .     " .   -    .',"
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Pedtion To The Ciiy of Hamilton

We. the undersigned, residents el'the Town of" Dundas aM surrouiiding areas, want the fÿro\vflÿ of

Jÿ)t!lld,qs IO l'ÿt]ecl lhc historic ch,ti!'aetel' Slid Ilaltlrv of Otll' lOWll, We do not \Valÿt the green space

opposile I)uildas Town Hall lurned inlo high rise al)al'llll¢lll buildings, We do noI wanl house!;

lurned into parking lois or driveways. Thet'elbre we requesl that you deny the proposal lbr

zoning cha]lges tit 71 Main Street and l0 Baldwin St,, Dundas,

Signature
{s{m,._} your own ,.role. Do Ir!! prin0.

..i M
....  :-4/, -/                  "

Addresses
(Give)ÿour rtlt! homo aldtess or your eilv mid p.!'o_v_i)).ce,.)_..

'  "' .    ' "  ""    ,;.;X//!ÿl

IIiL, L :, [)Ill L. <'<.?v,'.ÿ>-L_ÿ !) ,._, ÿO_g..L <::TD

,L Id! i-/,!tQ.;7ÿri.c <:.v7 ÿ!)c..ÿ.ÿ:-"7".ÿ''  c;jd L<-iti(._!, ÿ

_ÿ,, o;_% Iÿ, ,,,

fc.Ox
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Petition To The City of Hamilton

\\:e, tile undersigned, residents of tile Town oF Dundas and surrounding areas, want the growth of

Dundas to reflect the historic charactel' and nature ol'our Imvn. We do iml wmlt the green space

OplX/Sile I)lindas Town Hall turned into high rise apmlmenl buildings. We do nol Wahl houses
turned into purking lois tÿl' driveways. 'l'lterefore we request tlmt you deny tile proposal I'or

zoning changes at 71 Mail1 Street and 10 Baldwin St., Dtirvÿlas.

Siglmlllre               "                Addresses
_(S!ÿ41[.yt, r \ÿ'i, n[u)N., ,)iÿTlol print).       ((live ynu,' Ihll heine aÿh'_c.s.s_ÿo[D,otÿLÿÿcÿ:,).  ....

,. i .....  1<-, '.,i. :<f:,{ ,ÿ

...r-, .. ---       i,/:j/

<:<ÿ ,,, ..7,i"   ..D,...,,, <:ÿ<> <,ÿ .it)
t

...........  ) i','I A: l S,;  .,ÿ

1  ) """tS,'-'.  ,. Ix'          ,ÿ\II'ÿ ",,

C_,i'=L,!

i,i

• .) '>
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tPeiifion To Tile City of Hamillon

We. the undersigned, resi(tenis oflhe Town o l'I.)undÿis and surrounding ÿu'(zÿis. wtlnl ihe growth o t'

DtllldaS to rel]ccl Ihe hi.ÿloi'ic chai'aoler }11l(1 iÿattit'o ol'otir town. We dtl IlOI \\'lint Ille green sprite

opposite I)und'as Town 1,1LiII turned into high ri,ÿ¢ arllilli!len( buildings, \Vo do iIOI \.vÿinl IlOtlSCS

lurilcd.inlo l)ai'killlj Io1.ÿ or di'ivewÿlys, Thcrclbi'o wÿ !',ÿquosl ih'ai yet! don): iho pi'Olÿnsal Ibr

zoning changes at 71 N,lÿJn Slreel ÿild 10 Baklwin SI., Dun(his,

Sigilÿlttli'¢
...........  (Sign your [)\Vll illt111c. [)o ilol pl'inl).

,-'72 ..;,"        ,,
.'' .,(:      '   ÿ ,

>,,  .........

Add rc,ssÿ,s
((live)'our filfl heine addrcs,s l/[..yo!lr eitvÿ'Jr(lvinc0,)

f ( ÿ<" '  J:ÿ: l ÿ"(,7'


